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CHAPTER ! 
INTRODUCTION 
PurpOSt< 
'lliis is a st'u.dy comparing eight mothers and their daughters 9 both of 
whom are or have been inmates of' the Massachuse-tts Correctional Institution 
at Framinghruno 
'lhs biblir.a1 obse:nratio.n that the sins of the fathers are "l.risited 
upon the children. unl;~ the third and fourth g8neration is part of the heri= 
tage of the ages o In our times the tendency of children t o r9peat the behav-
i.or pat-terns oi' thei r par·ents has been .frequently observed by practitioners 
in the fields of social wo:t'k and psychiat't)l'o It has been pH.rticularly noted 
by those deallng wi. th p<Jrsons whose behavior is characteri~ed by society as 
i l criminal n. 
Ext .. ;;nsi ve studies of the women at Framingham have bee~ __ done in the 
ps.sto Among thes'=' was the we:n.~1mown study by Sheldon and Eleanor T. Glueck~ 
Five HUnd~ed Dellnquent Women. It is interesting to note that in the summary 
of their findings 9 t he Glueck s state ~ 
That the unfo:rtun.ate social her itage of these families will in large 
measure be handed down to subsequent generations may be inferred from 
from the faet that in at least four-fifths of t he cases the attitude 
of ou~ women t oward their children was one of indifference if not 
actual ho s t ility. 1 
At the and of 1960 ther~ were eight instances in which a mother and 
later her daught&r had been connitted to Framinghrume It seemed that an exam= 
ination of t he life histories and characteri.stics of these mother~daughter pairs 
1s. and Ee 'I'., Glua~k~ Five Hundred Delinquent Women.., p . 302 . 
-·· 
might reveal patterns of' behavior which could be helpf-ul in understanding 
the repetition of criminal behavior in thtB daughters .. Speeii'i cally J the fol-
lowing research questions were pos~d for this studyg 
1) vThat sim.ilari ties and differences may be seen in the sociul 
backgrounds~ personality characteristics and criminal careers of 
these mothers and their daughters? 
2) In what ways do these mothers seem to ha·ve aff'ected their 
daughters through active associe:ti.on and indireet influence on 
their environment? 
Method 
All of the mother~daughter pairs known to have been committed to the 
institution prior to No·vemberJ 1960~ were the objects of the study. 1here 
were eight such instances in which a mother and later her daughter had been 
inmates. 1he women had been committed to Framingham betl'l'een 1930 and 1961 . 
The earliest date of birth f'or the mothers '\vas 1895, and the most recent6 for 
the daughters, 1941. 
Data were obtained from the institution case records~ the files of 
The Division of' Legal Medicine, and interviews with stafl' of the Division. 
The primary source of data was the case records maintained at Framingham .. 
These contained information for treatment and research. All the records con-
tained social histories obtained from the women as part of the intake proce-
dure at the institutionp and sometimes this was amplified by information from 
available relatives. They also had reports of Social Service Exchange clear-
ances and resumes of contacts ;vith social agencies 3 transcripts of the women's 
official criminal records and those of members of their families, clearances 
with schools and medical histories. Correspondence vnth family and friends 
and slips signed by visitors, sometimes accompanied by comments about the 
visit, were also in the case records. There was recording of the institution's 
2 .. 
social worker, reports oi' other staff personne1 9 and periodical evaluation 
sununa.ries. ~eports of psychological examinations were present in all but one 
of the caseso 
Five of the women were known to The Division of Legal Medi cin, , f our 
of them having been in treatment and a fifth having been seen for a single 
evaluationo In those cases the Divisionvs records were reviewed9 and ~vo of 
the staff social workers and a student social worker were intert~ewed in order 
to obtain further information$ 
Data were obtained according to a schedule o In some areas information 
about the mother-daughter pairs and other members of their families was 
includedo These areas were~ the delinquent history~ personal and social char-
acteri s ti cs , health~ work and rela.tionshipso The areas in which data. about 
the mother-daughter pair only were obtained were~ a.tti tudes toward delinquency 
and confinement in the institutions experience with social agencies~ church, 
group participations friendships~ the institution experience, personality 
traits and identifica.tiono (See copy of schedule in Appendix Ao) 
'Ihis study is limited by the small number of women in the group and 
the fact that they were in one institution. The records at Framingham were 
generally full and contained some information in the areas of the study. How-
ever there were variations in the amount of deta.ilo Data. were recorded by a. 
number of different individuals and over a. span of thirty years. It seems 
reasonable to expect that material about personality and attitudes might occa-
sionally have been influenced by subjective elements althou gh there was a. 
general consi stency. In the five cases which were known to The Division of 
Legal Medicine there was an opportunity to confirm impressions through the 
records and reports of the Division and in three of these cases through 
3. 
interviews with the staff of the Division. Thus fuller material was avail~ 
able in five of the cases in the daughter generatione Had time permitted 
it would have been desirable to augment through interviews with the women 
information about personality9 attitudes~ self-image and the mother-d~ughter 
relationship .. 
The Agency Setting 
Massachusetts Correctional Institution at Framingham 
The institution for women at Framingham was founded in 1877.. It was 
influenced by a movement of the times away from a purely punitive approach 
to prisoner care and toward a rehabilitative aim. The cause of crime was con-
ceived simply as the result of "sin" and, it was reasoned 9 could be eradicated 
by religious conversion of those who would repent. 'lhus, the program was 
directed toward religious conversion. 
l~so Jessie D. Hodder, who became superintendent of the institution 
in 1911 9 conceived of a program of rehabilitation based on physical 9 psycho-
logical and social study of each individual, and training in skills which 
would be useful when the prisoner returned to the community. She was success-
ful in establishing such a program and it has continued to develop. This is 
the only state pri son for women in Massachusetts and the capacity is for over 
three-hundred women» although the usual population is about ~~o hundred . 
Psychiatric and social services are provided through staff attached 
to the institution and a unit of The Division of Legal Medicine. There are 
hospital facilities ~ and medical and nursing care available in the buildings. 
Religious services and study groups are provided for the major religious 
denominations. Social adjustment is encouraged throughnumerous recreational 
opportunities. Social and psychological studies are utilized in planning a 
4. 
program for each of the women adapted to her needs and capacities . Education 
may be formal and/or based on the development of practical and vocational 
skills. Work and training assignments in cooking~ clea.ning,9 laundry, flag 
making, hairdressing, lcnitting and sewing a.re among those which offer 
opportunities for the development of skills and work habits. 
Although the institution stresses its educational function by refer= 
ring to its inmates a.s ustudents" 9 women are "sentenced" to Framingham. They 
ma.y be of a.ny a.ge over seventeen and a.re committed for the gamut of possible 
crimes» with sentences from 19six months indeterminate" to 19 life'1 • Superior» 
municipal a.nd district courts commit to this facility. 
The Division of Legal Medicine 
The Division of Legal Medicine is a multidisciplinary agency under the 
Department of Mental Health of the Connnonwea.l th of' Massachusetts which wa.s 
established by the Massachusetts Legislature in 1954o This agency provides 
psychiatric and social work ser·vi ces to youthful and adult offenders and their 
2 
families through units a.tta.ch~d to the courtsi the Youth Service Board , the 
prisons and through a. parole clinic. In addition to direct services, the 
agency offers consultation to governmental a.nd non-goverrunenta.l agencies con-
cerned with offenders a.nd/or problems of delinquencyo A special concern is 
the development of techniques for the treatment of persons who "act out" 
against society, so that research is seen a.s an important part of the a.gency 1 s 
function. There is also a program of student training for social workers. 
There are about one hundred full-time staff members of the Division 
vnth approximately fifty additional persons serving part-time. 
2 The Youth Service Board is a. unit of the Massachusetts Department of 
Education. 
5. 
Dr. Norman A. Neiberg, w'ho is the Director of Psychc lo gica.l Research and 
Administrative Director of the Prison Pro gram for> the Divisi on, serves as 
the director of the unit assigned to the institution at F'rruningham8 'lhis 
unit consists of five persons~ Dr. Neiberg vrho is a psycholo gist ~ a...'1 addi "· 
tional psychologist who is supplied by the Department of' Corrections, and 
three social worker;:; from the Division. 'Ihis basic unit is augmented "by 
the services of Mr., L. Daniel Carter Direct or of Student Training, and 
students from the Boston Uni·ITer si t-.r School of Social Work. 
1he unit staff participates with the institution staff in the devel-
opment of a progr·a.m for each new inmate. ·when the diagnostic evaluation 
indicates that an inmate may benefit from treatment for her emotional prob-
lems, the services of the Division of Legal Medicine are offered to her. 
The inmate may accept or decline such services. Inmates may request treat-
ment during the course of institutional careu and may continue in treatment 
after leaving the prison at the Parole Clinic. In addition to treatment, 
diagnostic and consultation services are provided o It is through these 
channels that the Divis ion had contacts with f'i v~::~ of the women in the study., 
CHAPTER II 
THE BACKGROUND IN THEORY AUD PREVIOUS SIDDIES 
In the latter pad; of the nineteenth century enlightened thought held 
that the basi s of crirninali ty was biological and innate. Subseqnently other 
theories were fa·vored. By the early part of the tvventieth century 9 feeble-
mindedness was seen as the culprit~ to be followed by a theory attri'buting 
cause to glandular dysfunction. 1 In more recent years~ ·the belief grew that 
crilninali ty resulted r:..~om a. host of envi:ron.rnental and oonsti tutional causes. 
Herbert A. Bloch~ in a paper- at the annual conference of the National 
Probation and Parole Association in 1949 ~ expressing a mo!"e contemporary view 
said, "Crime is brought about by· the adaptive responses of individuals to 
peculiar st~esses and needs of their environments.n He believed that crimin= 
als were not peculiat'ly constituted~ "but individuals who 0 becal:iSG of nurture, 
rearing~ predisposition and social circumstance 9 may upon occasion commit 
2 
those crimes which we have e:ome to define as criminal or delinquent. 11 
A recent study of the causes of crime was madE! by McCord.? McCord and 
Zola. '!hey concluded that~ 
For those nevr to the field of criminology, one of the most astonish,o 
ing results of this research may be the finding that criminality is 
greatly determined by factors beyond the control of the individuaL 
1bre than this, these determining factors can be analyzed. Under 
certain familial and social conditions, the child 9 s choice about 
whether to confornt to society~s rules is, in large measure, made for 
him. 3 
1s. and E. T. Glueck, op. cit. 3 P• 8. 
2H. A. Bloch.., "Social Change and the Delir1quent Personality~ 11 in Current 
Approaches to Del inquency9 P• 241" 
~- -McCord3 J. McCord 3 and I .. Ke Zola, Origins of' Crimes p . 174. 
They referred to parental neglect~ quarrelsome-neglecting homes~ and errati= 
cally punitive discipline figures as ~1 criminogenic ~ ''4 'lhey conclude that 
ncriminality is generally the result of a basic deficiency in consciences a 
failure to internalize elementary inrdbitions,n and that this does not pre-
elude the fact that criminals ~iare well aware of 0 and approve~ the values of 
the dominant culture~ rather than tho sa of a de vi ant culture. 115 The degree 
to which a specific value becomes a part of an individualus conscience was 
found to be dependent upon the consistency with which it had been presented 
6 
to him as a child. 
:Mrs. Beatrice Simcox Reiner and Dr. Irving Kaufman found from their 
studies that delinquent behavior may be caused by "loss of parents, the lack 
of' a consistent parental figure with whom to identify~ or the repeti tiv·e 
7 interruption of meaningful parent~child relatior..ships." Ordinarily9 parents 
of delinquents have themselves "experienced loss of love or inconsistent care, 
and. • • are unable to provide a mature and consistent type of parental care 
for their children., 118 Such parents may have ''an unresolved depression due to 
their mm loss of parental love., •• and have a tendency to subject their mm 
children to similar losses and to experiences that will engender the same 
attitudes. 119 The children, for their part, tend to seek to reexperience the 
patterns of their earliest; experiences . For some, "this repetition compulsion 
4Ibid., P• 149. 
5Ibid.l) P• 196. 
6Ibid., P• 199o 
7B. s. ~einer and I .. Kaufman, Character Disturbances in Parents of 
Delinquents$ p .. 17. 
8Ibid.~ p. 15 . 
9Ibid. 
8. 
expressed in a search for the lost mother, is the most important motive in 
their lives. 1110 To these people., sex may represent primarily tia search for 
closeness."11 
In an article in which he discusses souroes of" pra" delinquent char~ 
acter, Dr .. Kaufman said that ·the delinquent children he had studied were 
found to "relate to people in the ways they have experienced closeness~ that 
is, by aggressive sadism or passi"lre masochism" and were found to react 11 as 
though they anticipate the familiar pattern of hurting and being hurte 1' 12 
Identifications are basic in the making of character, whether 
ncriminal11 or not. Dr .. Fenichel wri·tesg 
Anomolies in the formation of identifications as well as 9 identi~ 
fications with wrong objects~ result in pathological character 
traits ••• The persons with whom the decisive identifications have 
been made may themsel·ves be pathologit.:Jal$ or circumstances may ~3 the child identify himself with the vTrong aspect of a personality. 
Dr. Erikson writes that,, iiChildren~ at different stages of their 
development, identify with the part aspects of people by which they themselves 
14 
are most immediately af'fected.o whether in reality or fantasy. !i He points 
out that these part~aspects a:re not favored because of their ~isocial 
acceptability.," 
The subtler methods by which children are induced to accept his-
torical or actual people as prototypes of good and evil have 
hardly been studied. Minute displays of emotion.~ such as affec-
tion, pride, anger~ anxiety3 tension (rather than the words used, 
lOTh. d 
__ J._ • ., p. 22. 
11Ibid., p . 23. 
121. Kaufman, "'lhree Basic Sources for Pre-Delinquent Character3 11 
The Nervous Child~ vol. 2 (October9 1955)~ p. 13. 
13o. Fenichel 9 The Psychoanalytic Theory of Neurosis~ p. 505o 
14E. H. Eriksong "Identity and the Life Cycle 9 " Psychological Issues, 
vol. 1, 1959, p. 112. 
9. 
the meaning intended or the philosophy implied) transmit to 15 the human child the outlines of what really counts in this world. 
In this connection, Dr. Kaufman has said, "The child r~sponds to his parents' 
attitudes, both when they are overtly expressed, or when they remain uncon-
16 
sciou s and are expressed only in subtle vra.ys. ~ 
That criminality is not inherited by way of the genes like the color 
of one's eyes has been amply demonstrated. However, a proclivity for crime 
appears to be transmitted through social and psychological processes. 
"Problems are inheritedt"11 
In addition to the extensive study of the women at Framingham by the 
Gluecks» whi ch was published in l934b there have been bvo recent studies made 
there. Dr. Mary Jan8 Cramer made a survey of attitudes and backgrounds of 
one hundred of the women in 1959., This was a joint project of The Division 
of Legal Medicine, the Office of the Commission on Alcoholism, and the Depart-
ment of Corrections of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. In 1960 three stu-
dents of Boston University School of Social Work made a study of personal and 
social characteristics of public offenders from three of the Massachusetts 
correctional institutions, including Framingham, who had been patients of The 
Division of Legal Medicine. 
The Gluecks found that the women shared a common background. 
They were born and bred in households in which poverty or near pov= 
erty and its attendant evils and miseries were the common lot . '!heir 
15 . 
. Ib~d o~ pe 27. 
16Kaufmanl' op. cit.~ p.. 13. 
17 This is an expression used by Mr . E~rard Stone, Director of Social 
Servi ces of The Division of Legal Medicinee 
10. 
fathers wer-a inefficient~ irregular workei"s.., vvho aYt:n vihan fortu-
nate enough to be employ·ed.., could hardly supportthe:ir a.bnonnally 
large families o As often as not their mothers had to nt~glect thei.r 
household duties and responsibilities in ord6r to supplement a 
meagre famil;r inc;ome o 
But more serious than the physical milieu in which these girls 
were reared was the unfort-una.te psychologic atmosphere of their 
homes. Their parents were on the whole of low mentality and in 
large measure illi teratG. • • 'll1e moral standards of a gr·eat mruw 
of these families were law, and delinquency and criminality were 
frequent among th~me 'll1e CH::J'ljugal :r•~:>lations of th~ parentB were 
in many inst;ances i nharmonious, •• An abnormally high proportion 
of the homes wer~) e~:!.' 1.:.T bi"oken by the death, desel"tior..~ or di·varoe 
of the parants.18 
Further, they found that oyr:;r a i'ou:r.th had been in fcst.;e::· homes., that the 
:majority had nmisbehaved~ in childhood or showed erv:id~nc"3 ol, >l.bnormal 
\ 
I 
d<:J"tre1opment;, and that ~illid t .sexllal indulgence vras the ohiei. form of' 
··g 
their adolescent and aarly adult misbf.'!havio r . w• All but fivE< of the vromen 
in their study had a b.i sto1'Y of dt-•1inquen0y pr-ior to the:'i.r c:ommi tment t o 
Frrun:i.nghrun. By the time thoy· came to Framingham they "had already "been sub~ 
• .L. d t th t• t f~ • t• d t• 1 d . i'i 20 Jecr,e o e en ~r.- gamu.J o pu:m. ~ve an correc 1ona eV1ces. 
Dr. Mary ,Jan~ Cra•·ner f'ound that a "typiNtl" inmate in tern£ oi' back-
ground did not emerge in that not all the women came of economically deprived 
lower-class homes or had unhappy childhoods although th9 majority did. Those 
aged fifty and older were all oharged with drunkenooss and many came from 
respectable f'a.mi lies. Those in the fifteen to twent-y-four year old age group 
had "either grown up in institutions or under unusually severe family condi-
21 
tions.n She described them as "s~xually precocious~ disillusioned and 
18s. and E. T. Glueck~ op. cit.~ p. 299o 
19
Ibid. 3 P• 300. 
20Ib'd 
__2:._•, p. 301. 
21M. J. Cramer~ 1~A S,.1rvey of' the Backgrounds and Attitudes of One 
Hundred Inmates of' the Massachusetts Correctional Institution at Framingham, 
Massachusetts 3 " p. 82. 
\ 
n. 
\ 
·, 
\ 
I 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
I 
\ 
"unwilling to fit into the social mi l ieu i n whi ch they must funotion." 22 
The women who were aged twenty- five to f orty=nine included a f fm with !'em-
ily ties whose typical crime was l arceny and some for whom petty crime was 
a way of' life, or whose deviation from the oommunity~s expectations seemed 
- -
culturally determined. ~ere were also a number in this age group who had 
been heavy drinkers early in. their livea, ~d for whom drinking was the 
problem. Dr. Cramer estimated that 75 per cent of the women in her sample 
could be considered problem drinkerso 
. -
1he Boston Univerei ty students ~ Abramek, Coburn and Daan, in their 
study in 1960D included thirty-eight women from Framingh~ in their sample 
of' one hundred. lhey found that 81.6 per cant of the woma~ were under 
twenty-five years of age~ 57.9 per cent were ~man ~atholi~ ~ 76.3 per cant 
were white and 76.3 per cent we~~ singl e . Almost hal f the ·women (47.4 per 
cent) had left school by the age of sixteenD and 21 per c~nt had left before 
that age. 1he r. Q. vs of 76 per cent of the women were found to be average 
or above. Broken homes were in the baokground of 76.3 per cent of the group 
and this occurred before the age of five in 44.7 per cent of the cases. ~e 
large majority (89.6 per cent) had a history of' previous offenses, and 21 
per cent had siblings who had court records. lhe mothere of 15.8 per cent 
e.nd the fathers of' 28.9 per cent had records. ...rhree quartan of the women 
were committed to a correctional institution before the age of nineteen, 
with most of th~ (71.1 per cent) committed between the ages of fifteen and 
nineteen. 'lb.e oause of commitment in 21.1 per oent of the oases wa.s a sex 
12. 
charge j) and 13 per cent of" the women had been involved ·in sex of'fenses 
earlier. 
'lhese studies indicate that; t he intervention of a quart-:~r of a 
century has not g:l."eatly affected the type of milieu from w'hich the women at 
Framingham 0ome o A history of broken and unhappy homes with a f"amilia.l 
history of d::.linque:m·.y is fl~equemt among the womeno 
CHAPlET{ IIT 
·nm DELINQUENT HISTORY 
In this chapter th6 delinquent histories of thE: mother s and daugh~ 
tE~rs in the study are prt:~sented and compared . The :r·s cords at Frannngnam 
~ontained the details of the offense for which each woman was sentenced~ 
the details of the s&ntence, and a. copy of the official m:•imina1 record for 
each woman. I:rll'vrmation about ea:r::.y delinquency had be .. :m obt;ained for the 
record from a nu:.tibt~ :..~ of' souz·cas. The i:n:ma.te herself~ a coe s sib I e f"amily mem-
be:c·s, or.' the r eports submi tt~d by social a.genciec p:r-c..vided t his inf"ormation 
fo:~ th-9 cases prE-~sented httre. 
Age a:i:; TimE:~ oi' De: :tnquency :md Commi t:meffi; 
Table 1 show·s the a.ge at first reported d€-!llnq-uen.:;:y, a t first 
of'ficially recorde d off~nse , and at fi r·st co:mmi tment of th8 mothe:n : a.nd 
dau ghters •1 
TABLE 1 
AGE AT TIME OF DELINQUENCY AND FIRST COMITTMENT TO FRA:r.ITNGHAM 
First First First Firs·b First First 
Reported Recorded Con:un.it- R~ported Recorded Cormni t-
Delinquency m'ense ment Delinquency Ofi'ense ment 
MoA 16 21 21 DaA 1.4 14 26 
MoB 19 26 27 DaB 17 16 17 
MoC 11 11 20 DaC 16 18 19 
MoD 19 26 26 DaD 13 13 18 
MoE 28 28 33 DaE 15 15 19 
MoF 13 15 2o DaF' 17 1.8 19 
MoG 14 lo 33 DaG 17 18 18 
MoH 18 18 35 DaR 18 18 25 
1cases will be rEiferred to by the code letters vrhi(;h were used in 
gathering data.. The prefix 11Mo~'~ indicates itmothern., !'IDa~' :indic "...tes ~~daughter" o 
=14= 
For the most part the delinquen0y of the women star"GF.ld during adoles-
cence. The mothers rangF.~d in age from eleven to twe rrb.t''Ed.ght!) and the daugh~ 
ters were between sev<om and eighteen when the earliest delinquenc;y w·as 
reported. Half of the daughters were younger than their mothers 9 one was the 
same age as her mother» and the remaining three were older when delinquency 
was first reported. 
The same four daughters were younger than their mothers at the time 
of the first recorded off~nse, one was the same age~ and again three wer$ 
older. MoE, at the age ot tv.renty-eight., was the oldest in the group at the 
time of' the :first officiaUy rt>corded off'ense. MoC., who was 6leven at the 
time of the first offense on her official re,;ord, was the youngest in the 
group. MoC's mother, who also had a deJ.inq·ctent career' :> was officially charged 
with "Stubbornness" when she was elavenp at the samP ag~ E..t which MoC first 
appeared before a court;. 
The women in the study w6re committed to Framingham f'o!' the f'irst 
time when they Wtlrt:. be.tween Beventeen and thirty-five years oi~ age. Seven 
of the women in the daughter generation were younger th~~ their mothers at 
the time of first comi tment. The one exception, Da.A.t was .five years older 
than MoA at the first commitment. DaC was a year younger than her mother, 
and the remaining six were between five and fifteen years younger o 'IWo of' 
the mothers, MoG and MoH were comi tted to Framingham twiee, and their daugh-
ters were also committed ~lee. One of these mother-daughter pairs, MOH and 
DaH were both eightE;en years of age when they were first a.rrested. 
In summary~ there was a. trend among the ~~daughters'' toward earlier 
reported delinquency, earlier recorded offenses~ and still earlier first 
commitments to Framingham. 
15. 
~as of Offenses 
Table 2 shows the nature of the offenses on which commitment to 
Framingham was based and other delinquencies in which the mothers and daugh~ 
ters were involved~ A number of official charges may be used to refer to 
essentially similar sex offenses. fuese are "B..:;ing an idle and disorderly 
person", "Idle and disorderly'~:> "Fornication". "Promiscui tyn s 11 Lswd and las-
civious cohabitation", "Adultery11 9 and "Lewdness". 
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TABLE 2 
TYPES OF OFFENSE 
Commitment Other Commitment Other 
Offense a Offenses Offense Offenses 
·-- -
MoA Non~ support Pre~mari tal Da.A Neglect of Stubborn child> 
of two ille- sex relations children 'lWo illegitimate 
gi timate children, 
children Assault 
MoB Neglect of Pre~mari tal Da.B Runaway and Shop- lifting; 
children sex relations stubborn clild a Fi re-setting.r 
Breaking and 
entering 
Moe Idle and dis - Drunkenness> DaC Larceny Drunkenness > 
orderly> Larceny; Unwillingness 
Drunkenness a Wayward minor to work 
MoD Lewdness Pl"omiscuity DaD Lewd and las= Larceny, 
civious person Stubborn child 
MoE Desertion Lewdnes s ~ DaE Lewd cohabi ta~ Promiscuity, 
Drunkenness tion Truancy 
MoF Being an idle Fornication; Da.F Being in con= Idle and dis·-
and di sorder]y Larceny; trol and alloW"" orderly; 
person Drug addiction ing premises in Promiscuity; 
and sale; be used for Stubborn child 
Stubborn child prostitution 
MoG Adultery Delinquent child; Da.G Using auto Drunkenness 
Drunkenness; without 
Neglect of children authority 
1vbH Lewd and las- Fornication; DaH Fornication I dle ar.d disorderly, 
civious Drunkenness Promiscuity; 
cohabitation Larceny; 
Abandoning . children 
a.In some instances cormni tment was on two charge s. 
Nine of the women., including three mother~dau ghtC~r pairs (Mo and DaD, 
Mo and DaF, and Mo and DaH) ~ were c01mni -tted to Framingham for sex offenses. 
A total of five mothers and four daughters were in thi s g!:'Cup. 11Vhen all known 
delinquencies are considered, thirteen of the women in the study were involved 
in this type of offense . This includes all t he rr~thers and five of th~ 
daughters. 
Offenses involving t he care of children were the basis for the commit= 
ment of four of the women., three of whom were in the mother generation. MoE Vs 
official charge was "desertion"s but she was included among those involving 
care of children because there were three children, as well a s he!' husband, in 
the home she deserted. MoA >vas charged with "non-support'' of children3 and 
MoB with "neglect of children. " DaA was the only person in the daughter gener-
ation committed for an offense involving care of children. DaH had been charged 
with abandoning her children at one time, but the case was filed. 
Drunkennes s was a factor in the commitment of Mo C, and MoH~ who spent 
hvo terms at Framingham, was committed on this charge for her second term. It 
did not appear as part of the formal commitment charge for any of the younger 
2 generation. Dr .. Mary Jane Cramerf s study in 1959 revealed that forty·~nine 
per cent of the inmates at Framingham in her sample were committed for drunk-
enness, which was a considerably larger proportion than in this study. How-
ever, when all delinquencies of the group under s~Jdy are considered, seven of 
the women, including ·t;hree mother-daughter pairs, had problems of excessive 
drinking. In none of these cases was this indicated as a problem for a daughter 
2 
M., J. Cramer, "A Survey of the Backgrounds and Attitudes of One Hundred 
Inmates of the Massachusetts Correctional Institution for Women at Framingham.," 
P• 4. 
~o• 
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where her mother did not also have this difficulty. 
Larceny was the charge for commitment of one of the women~ but five of 
the women, including two mother-daughter pairs, had offenses involving theft. 
Table 3 shows similar types of offenses of mothers and daughters. All 
known similar offenses were selected from Table 2. Offenses which were respo~ 
sible for the first commitment to Framingham are marked by an asterisk. 
TABLE 3 
SIMilAR TYPES OF OFFENSES OF MOTHER AND DAUGHTERS 
Offenses Offenses 
MoA *C.are of children DaA. *Care of children 
MoB Sex DaB Sex 
MoC Theft DaC *'Iheft 
*Drunkenness Dru:nkenne s s 
M:>D *Sex DaD *Sex 
MoE Sex Da.E *Sex 
MoF *Sex Da.F *Sex 
Mo~ Drunkenness DaG Drunkenness 
HoH *Sex DaH *Sex 
Drunkenness Drunkenness 
Four of the mother-daughter pairs were committed to Framingham 
;f'or similar offenses, three of these were for sex offenses, and one for offenses 
involving care of children. In all, seven of the daughters were involved in 
delinquencies which were of the same type as delinquencies of their mothers. 
Types of Commitment 
MOst of the women in the study group received two-year indeterminate 
sentences . 'lhe only exceptions 1"lere the mothers in cases G and H vtho were given 
fi ve~yea:r indeterminate sentences f'or what later became a tvm-year charge. 
MoHVs second sentence, which was for drunkenness, was for a year. By defin-
ition, an indeterminate sentence is 11 a sentence which fixes the period or 
amount of punishment only within certain limits, leaving the exact term or 
3 
amount of punishment to be determined by administrative authorities "" It 
is established by 'law that sentences shall be indeterminate for women com~ 
mitted to Framingham, unless the sentence is for more than five years. 4 
Because of the nature of the majority of offenses, there were part-
ners involved. 'lhe lighter sentences of these partners, ·where action was 
taken., was conspicuous . 1Wo persons involved with MoF received jail sen-
tences. These were the man ·who ran the disorderly house in which the 
offense occurred and another of the girls 3 each of whom received six months 
House of Correction sentenc: ese Th.ree other male partners of the mothers 
received suspended sentences to the House of Corrc1ction, two f'or six months.9 
and one for three months , Among these vras the partner of MoG., who herself 
:recei'Ved a five-year indeterminate sentence. 
Similar discr$pa~ncies were seen in the comparison of the sentences 
of the daughters and thei r companions. DaD was one of a group of five per~ 
sons arrested together . The three men involved were charged ·with solicitinge 
The man who was the recipient of the fees was sentenced to four months in the 
House of Correction, another received a two-months sentence ~ and the third 
man in the group was placed on probation. DaC , who was charged with larceny~ 
3websi:;er1 s New International Dictionary of the English Language .. 
p. 1263. 
4 Tercentenary Edition of the General Laws of the Commonwealth of 
Massachusetts ~ Vol. II. Chapter 279 9 Sec. 17, Sec. 18. 
had three male accomplices~ two of whom were fined~ while the third who was in 
Air Force was not returned for action against himo 
CHAPTER IV 
SOCIAL AND PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS 
The personal and social characteristics of the w·omen in the study group 
are presented in this chaptere All oi~ thEl information was found in the case 
records at Framinghame Wher.e it seems pertinent9 the source of the r-c>. ·n"ded 
data. is given. 
Case 
A 
B 
c 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 
Race a.nd ~eligion 
Table 4 shows the rae~ and religion of the womano 
TABLE4 
RACE AND RELIGION 
Rar.;e Religion 
White 
White 
Whi to 
'Wh.i te 
White 
Negro 
White 
White 
Mother 
Catholic 
Catholi.c 
Protestant 
Protestant 
Catholic 
Protestant 
Catholic 
Catholic 
Only one of the mother~daughter pairs was Negro . 
Daughter 
Catholic 
Catholic 
Catholic 
Protestant 
Ca.tholi0 
Protestant 
Catholic 
Catholic 
The mattar of race 
was found to be a. complicating f'a.ctor in the lives of this pair (Mo a.nd DaF) , 
a.nd in that of one pair (Mo ~~d Da.A) of the whi t e group o ~roF~s 1nother was the 
child of a. Negro father a.nd awhite~ Armenian mother 3 and she could pass for 
whi tee Only our inmate and one sister i n a family of ssv-en children were not 
fair. MoF i~elt that her mother wa.s prejudiced against her because of her 
darker coloring o As a child she herself selected onlywhite girls as friends., 
~2~= 
but as an adultD she developed ma~ked i nterest in all rr~tters pertaining to the 
Negro race and its advancement and was very sensitive about race. Her daugh.te:r;; 
in turn.!> w·as reared by her maternal grandmother.? and hence was subjected to tre 
same influences in this regard as her mothero 
MOA grew up in a Negro neighborhood . She and one of her sister~ each 
had an out=of~wedlock child by a Negro man, and each eventually married a Negro 
man. DaA grew up thinking that her motheru s Negro husband was her father. At 
the age of thirteen she learned that this was not so 9 the fa0t h~ving been 
verified by blood tests» and that her· own f'ather was vthi te o Thus 0 the matter 
of race was an area of concern or conflict for four of the sixteen women in the 
study. 
Eleven of the women in the gr oup were Catholic., and five were 
Protestanto Apparently ·there was a diff-:; ronce in ra1igion between mother and 
daughter in only one case (Mo and DaC) o Howev6r9 a clvse examination revealed 
that there were differences of religio:c, in the family or some degree of con= 
flict around religion in half of the cas3s~ five of the Catholic women and 
three of the Protestantso 
Among the Catholic women1 three had been divorced, apparently con~ 
tracy to their religious principles o MoAs married to a non~praoticing Catholic'!> 
attributed the conflict which resulted in divorce to quarrels about religione 
Her daughter, who~ like her9 was regular in church attendances also divorced 
her first husband and remarrledo MoH~ s first marriage was to a Protestant whom 
she later divorced, but she reported that she did not consider religious dif-
ferences a source of conflict between them. 
Da.B 9 who was a non=practicing Catholic, established a relationship 
with the Protestant chaplain at Franrl.ngham. MaG, although she had been 
... - • 
baptized a Catholic~ was reared as a Protestant with her mother~s consent but 
later reverted to the Catholic faith. 
MOC, although Protestant~ had been reared by a Catholic mother 9 who 
changed her from one Protestant church to another in quest of more desirable 
companionshipo MoC is the one mother in the group whose daughter is of a 
different religious faith. DaD was without interest in her church, and studied 
\ 
Catholicism temporarily at a time when she was contemplating marriage to a 
Catholic man. A third Protestant woman~ MDF 9 becrume very interested in the 
1bslem religion. 
Tilegitimacy 
Table 5 shows the premarital pregnancies and out~of-wedlock children 
of the mothers and daughters. 
TABLE 5 
PRE-MARITAL PREGNANCIES AND OVT~OF -WEDLOCK CHILDREN 
Pre-marital Oo W. Pre~marital o. w. 
Pregnancies Chi;ldr:_en Pregnancies .. Children 
MOA 2 DaA 2 
MOB 1 1 DaB 
MoC DaC 
MoD 3 DaD 2 (not 
. living) 
MoE DaE 1 
MoF 1 DaF 1 
MoG DaG 
MoH 1 DaH 2 
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There were problems of out-of-wedlock children and/or premarital preg= 
nancies in ten of the women or their families6 One of the mothers (MoF) and 
one of the daughters (DaA) were themselves born out of wedlock. MoF was the 
illegitimate child of an illegitimate mother and became pregnant several months 
before her marriage~ but her daughter was born in wedlock. The patterti of out-
of-wedlock children is repeated in three of the cases (Mo and Da.A .., :Mo and Da.D9 
:Mo and DaH). In addi tion.l) the mothers of MoC and :MoG had outwof-wedlock 
children9 and MOA and MoD had sisters who had out-of-wedlock children. 
Marital Status 
Table 6 shows the marital status of the mothers and daughters when 
they were first committed to Framingham. "Separated" refers to situations in 
which husband and wife were not living together whether' they were legally 
separated or not. 
TABlE 6 
MA.RI".TA.L S.TA.'IUS AT TIME OF F:rRS"T COMMITMENT 
Maritfi1 Status Marital- Status 
:MoA Divorced DeA Married 
MOB Separated DaB Single 
MOC Not clear a DaC Single 
MoD Single DaD Single 
MoE Married DaE Separated 
MoF Separated Da.F Single 
MoG Separated DaG Single 
MoH Separatedb DaR Single 
~oc~s husband was in service at time of commitment but there was question as 
to whether :MoC would have lived 'vith him if he were at home. 
bSeparated at time of first oommi tment~ later diYor.cedb remarried. 
At the time of the firs t commitment to Framingham seven of the eight 
mothers and two of the dau ghters had been married~ and tvro" MoE and Da.A.., were 
currently married. MoE had deserted her family.., and her husband brought the 
charge against her which resulted in :her connnitment. However, it did seem 
that the plan was to continue with the marriage. Da.A had been married and 
divorced but was remarried. 
Six of the eight daughters had never been married. No doubt their 
youth was a factor in this. The one single person in the mother generation; 
MOD, was knovrn to have married later, when she was on parole. 
rntelligence 
Table 7 compares the intelligence of mothers and daughters as 
indicated by intelligence test scoreso 
TABLE 7 
!N'I'ELLTGENCE 
I. Q. I. Qo 
MoA 93 Da.A 91 
MoB 118 DaB 109 
MoC 91 DaC 86 
MoD 105 DaD 91 
MoE 72 DaE 81 
MoF 99 DaF 113 
MoG 116 DaG 84 
MoH 86 DaH 89 
Tests of intelligence are generally routinely done at Framingham. Reports of 
Gvo 
these tests were found in all but one of the cases in the sample, that of MOC. 
In her record there was a r~port of a school intelligence test which was used. 
With one exception" the entire group falls within the normal range. 
Th.e one exceptions MOE .• had a borderline Is Q. of 72. In this bsst the psy-
chologist commented on the evidenc& of limited experiential background ~ There 
was a substantial difference in the tested intelligence of MOG and DaGs the 
latter testing thirty-two points lower than her mothero 
School Achievement and Adjustment 
Table 8 shows the age at which each of the women left schoolD the 
grade achieved~ and, where the information was available, an indication of 
adjustment in school. 
TABLE 8 
AGE AND GRADE ON LEAVING SCHOOL AND SCHOOL ADJUS~~NT 
Left School Left School 
Age Grade Adjustment Age Grade Adjustment 
MoA 11 5 No . infOo DaA 14 9 Truant 
MoB 18 12 Good DaB 13 9 Withdrawn 
MoC 14 7 Truant DaC 16 9 Truant 
MoD 15 9 No info. DaD 13 7 No info . 
MoE 16 8 Fair DaE 16 7 Good 
DaF 14 8 Poor DaF 17 12 Good 
DaG 15 8 Good DaG 16 9 Good 
DaH 14 7 Good DaH 15 9 Good 
.... . . 
Gve 
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Information about school was found in all the records. In every case 
except that of' MoH a report f'roxn a school was a.vaila.bleo These varied in con~ 
tent and were generally scanto Information about school had also been obtained 
from the inmates and~ in some instances 9 from members of' their families. For 
the most part there was general agreement between school reports and c. ase his-
tories provided by the women ~d their relativeso Discrepancies existed 
bew<een school reports and the accounts of the inmates in the cases of MoA and 
MoGo In both instances the inmates reported higher grade achievement than 
indicated in reports from schoolo 
~he two high school graduates had Io QoUs of' 118 and 113o MOG 9 who 
tested at 116 went only as far as the eighth grade in schoolo 
'l'hree of' the records lacked pertinent information about adjustment in 
school. Six of' the women had problems of' adjustmento The three truants 
included a mother~daughter pair (Mo and DaC). MoF$ whose adjustment was noted 
., 
as ":P~'or" ~ was particularly hostile to her tee.chero Half' of' the daughters and 
three of the mothers were without reported problems of' adjustment in school. 
1\vo mother=daughteT pairs (Mo and DaG~ and Mo and DaH) were among those with 
good school adjustmento 
Work Habits 
Part of the program of training and rehabilitation at Framingham con~ 
sists of' the assignment of' the inmates to work placementso The records con~ 
tained reports of the womenu s perf'ormence on their various assignments at the 
institution, as well as information about their work experience in the commun= 
ity. This material had been obtained from the women, and in many instances 
employers had been canvassed also by the institutiono 
All of' the women, with the exception of' MoA, had had some gainful 
29 . 
employment in the community. This seemed particularly noteworthy in view of 
the youth of most of the daughters o For the most part the women had worked 
f or short periods and irregularlye Three of the mothers (MoD~ MoG9 and MOH) 
had had steady employment for two year s or more. 'DaH9 who was twenty~fi ve 
years of age at the time of he:r first commitment to Framingham)> had bG·::'n sup-
porting herself from the age of fifteen9 working as a waitress at resort 
hotels and clubs~ as a domestic~ and as a child nurseo Four of the daughters 
(DaA, DaC~ DaF and DaH) had worked for p~~iods of six months or more. 
Only MoA and DaG had poor work reports at the insti tutiono MoA was 
said to be lazy, whilE> DaG required constant supen-i.sion and was careful to 
do no mo r e work than her coworkers. All the others did good to excellent 
work. Both Da.A and MoG had particularly excellent work repor·ts o 
Relationships with Friends 
I nformation about friendships and peer relationships in the community 
was found in the case records of all the women in the study!) with the exoep= 
tion of DaG. Data found in the records had been obtained by institution staff 
from the women and menibe:.."' .-s of their families o Wri i. ten r epo:':"ts from schools 9 
social agencies and other community agencies and correspondence between the 
inmates and their friends were also filed in the case recordso The records 
contained the observations of staff members about the womenus friendships at 
Framingham. 
Table 9 indicates adjustment in regard to friends and peers in the 
community and at Framingham. Where only positive reports were found!> adjust-
ment is shown a s goodo If there were both positive and negative reports» fair 
adjustment i s indicated~ and if reports were exclusively negative~ adjustment 
is rated as poor. A report was considered negative if relationships were poor, 
or if associ ations were undesirablE' or inappropriatee 
TABLE 9 
30. 
ADJUSTMENT WITH FRIENDS AND PEERS IN THE COMMUNITY AND AT FRAMINGHAM 
Community Framingham Community Framingham 
M.oA poor fair Da.A poor good 
MoB good good DaB no :info . poor 
MaC poor poor DaC poor fair 
'MoD poor no info. DaD poor fair 
MoE good good DaE fair no irlf'o. 
M.oF fair f air DaF good good 
M.oG poor good DaG no irlf'o. poor 
DaH poor fair Da.H fair good 
Undesirabl e friendships or problems in relation t o peer s was noted as 
a problem in the community for six of the mothers~ while only two wer e rated 
good . At adolescence MoA met some "hard girls". The school report of M.oC 
described her as a 11bad influence11 on other girls 8 MoC ~ s and MoD n s interest 
in going out with numerous men at adolescence was noted. MoF felt superior to 
others of the colored race as a youngster, and chose to associate only with 
white girls. MaG was said to have become involved Vii th undesirable companions, 
and MoHwas reported as always having been in with poor company. 
Among the daughters there was evidence that five had undesirable com-
panions i n the connnunity., and only one was rated "good" . De.A~s first delin-
quency oc curred when she was involved in a brawl with others. DaC, who had a 
history of associating with undesirable companions, participated in the 
0V e 
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activities of a "gang" when she l eft school and acquired a boy friend of 1recy 
poor reputation. Letters which DaD received from friends in the community 
indicated that they were also 99in trouble" v DaE was clos.:.ly associated with 
a SiSter-in~laW~ Who, together with her9 entertained meno Three Of the fOUl" 
friends with whom DaH was in contact also had records. 
In the three cases in which there was a record of good peer adjust= 
ment before co~tment9 the women were able to maintain a good adjustment in 
this area in the institution as well. MOB was found to be well~liked by other 
students and MoE was described as warm and kindo The fact that DaF proved 
popular with the other women at Framingham tended to confirm the school report 
which indicated that her adjustment in school was generally good. In seven 
cases reported adjustment at Framinghe.mwas better than that in the community~ 
and in no instance was it worseo 
Contacts with Social Agencies 
'Reports of Social Service Exchange clearances w<ar·e found in all the 
records. HoweverD since agencies differ in their practice with regard tc 
regi staring vli th the Exchange l> the reports may not have :included all contacts. 
Written resumes from social agencies were also included in the records o 
Table 10 shows the types of agencies with which the women had con~ 
tacts, and agency action when this involved childhood placement of the inmates 
or their children. 
.32. 
TABLE 10 
CONTACTS WITH SOCIAL AGENCIES AND TYPE OF AGENCY ACTION 
Type of Agency Type of Agency Action 
Welfare Family Protective Other Placement of 
and 
Do Co. "Go Inmate Children 
MoA X X X 
MoB X 
MoC X X 
MoD X X 
MoE X X 
MoF X X 
MoG X X 
MoH X X X 
Da.A X X X 
Da.B X X 
Da.C 
DaD X X 
Da.E X 
DaF 
Da.G X X 
DaH X X 
33. 
Social agencies were known to be active vnth all the mothers and six 
of the daughters. Seven of the mothers had the experience of an investiga-
tion by a protective agency because of a complaint of neglecto In the case 
of MoD, it was her parental home which was investigated" her sister being the 
immediate object of concern. By comparison, only four of the daughter~ had a 
similar direct experience with a protective agency or an agency serving a 
protective function. 
Agencies initiated the court action which resulted in imprisonment in 
four cases (MoA, MOG, MoH, and DaA)o SPCC brought an abandonment charge 
against DaH, but the charge was filed. Thus, two mother-daughter pairs (A and 
H) were involved in serious court action involving their care of. their children. 
MaC~ and five of the children in the daughter generation had been placed in 
institutions or foster homes either directly as the result of social agency 
action or th:rough agency services. 
1 Dr. Cramervs finding of a negative attitud& toward social agencies on 
the part of the women at Framingham may be due~ at least in part, to the 
experience of loss associated with their contacts; loss of freedom~ loss of 
their childrents custody, and loss of their parental homes. It is interest-
ing that DaE, whose family had been the recipient of a great deal of agency 
serviceD apparently had sufficient confidence to approach an agency when she 
experienced difficultieso On three occasions she requested the services of 
Traveler's Aid~ although she did not pursue her requests. 
DaG's case may illustrate the difficulty in evaluating true feelings 
about social agencies and social workers on the part of those who report 
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negative feelingse This young person8 who spent her l i fe in foster care9 
vehemently expressed her dislike of social workerse She complained that the 
Division of Child Guardianshi p workers did not '~underste.ndiil f) e.nd also that 
they did not try hard enough to keep her family together o Never theless 8 in 
treatment with The Division of Legal Medicine, she has been able to f c.f'lll. 
meaningful relationships vnth two social workers of the Divisiono Recent ly» 
after a period of treatment» she was able to communicate some of her thinking 
in e. letter to her former Division of Child Guardianship wotkero Among the 
things she explained in this letter was that8 although as a child she had not 
talked about her parents, they had been on her mind a loto 
- . 
Placement Experiences Before Commitment to Framingham 
Table 11 shows the placement experiences of the women prior to their 
commitment at Framinghamo The placements wer e at the Lancaster School for 
Girls (a training school for delinquent girls)~ foster homes D or the House of 
Good Shepherd (a private institution for delinquent and pre·~delinquent girls)o 
35o 
TABLE 11 
PLACEMENT IN FOSTER HOMES AND INSTI'IDTIQNS BEFORE COMMITMENT 
Foster Hous101 -::.i Fost;er House of' 
Lancaste r Home Good Shepherd Lancasmr Home Good S!>epher d 
MoA DaA X X 
MoB DaB X X 
MoC X X DaC 
MoD DaD X X 
MoE DaE X 
MoF X Da.F 
MoG X X DaG X 
MoH DaR X 
Nine of' the women htd experienced such pla.cement prior to conrrni tment o 
Of the daughters who had placemerrt experience~> onl y DaG had a mother who had 
also had this experience o HovrevE;:rD in e1rery case in which a. m.ot;her experienc ed 
placement, the daughter' 1 s care was provided by a. mother substi tuteo DaC was 
reared by her paternal grandmother 9 Da.F by her maternal grandmother9 and DaG9 
as indicated, by foster motherso 
CHAPTER V 
THE PARENTAL FAMrLY 
That f~ilial influences are of fundamental significance in the 
development of personality is axiomatico Dro Bowlby~ tracing origins of 
mental health~ has said~ 
The infant and young child should experience a wa:nn~ intimate 
and continuous relationship with his mother (or permanent mother-
substitute) in which both find satisfaction and enjoymento o o 
It is this complex9 rie·n and rewarding relationship with the 
mother in the ea.rly years 9 varied in countless ways by relations 
with the father and with si"b:i.ings.? that child psychiatrists and 
many others now bel:i.eye to underlie the development of character 
and of mental healtho 
T.h.e Gluecks 9 reporti:r;.g on their study of the women at Framingham 
in 1934, co:mmented on the poor 19physical milieu~9 and ~iun.fortu.nate psycho= 
l ogical atmo sphE:re of their homes.~~ 
The m,,:i. .. a.l standards of a great many of' these families we:.."'d low.., 
and delinquency and criminalitywerb frequent among themo The 
c:onjugal relations of the parents we.ra in many instances inhar= 
monious~ thus rendering the homes unfit for the proper rearing 
of tlhildreno To this must be added the fact that the disciplin-
ary practicBs of the parents wert:~ often unintelligent or worseo 
As if these evils Wt1l"9 not sufficient.., an abnormally high pro-
portion of the homes were ~arly broken by the death.., desertion~ 
or divorce of the parentso 
In a recent study the r&lationship betvreen the influence of parents 
and the etiology of crime was reaffirmedo McCord9 McCord~ and Zola o'bserved 
that "the behavior and personality of parents in relation to their children 
are certainly primacy factors in the causation of crime . 113 
Pc J.23o 
1John Bowlby9 Maternal Care and Mental Health9 po ll o 
2 Sheldon and Eleanor To Gluec~ Five Hundred Delincp:mt Wo:rr.e~ p. 299o 
0William McCord, Joan McCord~ and Irving Ko Zola, Origins of Crime~ 
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This chapter reports inf'o:rma.tior1 o'bta.ined from the cas•s records at 
Framingham about the parental fmnilies of the mothers and daughters under 
study. In thoss cases whi ~n Wt'l:t·e k.:.'1own to 'rhe Divisi o:..1. or Ll3gal Medicine this 
was supplemented by material f':co:ro. thA files of the Division end discussion with 
social workers who lmew the w·0men tht'ough direct c:ontact. 
Data about the structur€1 cf' the parental families_, relationships in 
the parental families and the familial histor~y of de lirJ.quenc:y are presented . 
ya:m.ny Structure 
Number of Children and Ordinal Place in the Family 
Table 12 shows the nu.mbe:t:" of· children in the parental family and the 
O:t'dinal place of' each of the 1'Tomer.o In some instance s information about sib·-· 
lings may not r.ave beE;n complete.? in the;t; parents :may h!:~.ve had children who 
were not acknowledged. Hmrenro:t:'.., the table does reflect the image of the 
family as it· impinged on the 1 i vas of the women in tb.e study. Both full sib-
lings and half siblings,, if ch.ild:.:-en of the same mothe:"', warE> included. 
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TA.Bl.E 12 
NUIJBER OF CHII.DHEN A:l'ID OrrtJINAL PLACE DI THE PAl'llLY 
-~-~-~---~-- -~---
--~-----------·--~-~--
Crdlnnl Place 
-~----
1fuA 6 2 Da.A. 13 3 
Mt)B 4 3 DaB 1 3 
Mi)C ? t'l DaG t:S. l 
11oD ?' '1: .. Dr:D 4 
1bE 6 ~· ;~ DaE 0 
l'LToF 7 r; De.F 1 1 
MuG 'lb ., ,_ DuG f) ,_ 5 
MJ"'" n 5 ~ DaR 5 2 
---~------------......- ..... --~~· 
a . In 1959 a h~S~.Jf·.~brotihf:t!" v.ra~ bo:r'n by tl.o:J f '.;:i;h9.1" r s sec:ot1d mnY•:c·lag.:, n 
bLa.t.e ·r·D rnother l ... ,:1d t'llit. ou-t, .. of'~w<:·dlock childrc:r • .? one of' w·h.Jm d'i t>d . Tha plan 
mada to-:· lh1:1 ot•D>::'I" .·,i'lild is net krlmvn. 
mothers and tv<ro ot t;he danghte:r.s \'i"e:r•e only children d'l:4nng the yEtar:s tht.y w.at:e 
g:t•ovring up . DaE was an eldest C;hi] d arld DaG tht3 youngest :i.n the fe111ilyo The 
remaining eleven women. i..n the study wer-o in second to £-ifth place in 1 a:rge:r. 
fanti.ly g:roups . 
Pl:'esance (J£' Parent.:~ in tho:o Home 
In Ta.blf.l 13 the pt>F.Isene~e of p<irrlnt s in the homes ir1 whi.ch the inmates 
were !"E:ared i s sho11<m. n Tn so:m.e :i. rtstances t'he si tue.t'ion al t 6!'ed as timo pil s sed . 
'lhe table indicates wht:rtiht:l" th6 pe.z·ents wet't:'J ir1 th!:1 home t"o:t' th.;, mos t pa't't 
during tl"ro t ime pe:t'iods!> while the woman W?'l:'e under tvrelv..;; _, an.d whon. they wa:t.'ti 
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TABLE 15 
PRESENCE 01<' PARENTS IN THE HOME 
12=16 12=16 
Mo o Fao 
-
Fao Moo . ~o 
MoA 
l.bB X 
MoC 
MoD X 
MoE 
MoF X 
MoG 
MoH 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
x: 
~'<: 
b 
X 
----~-- ---
De.A X 
DaB 
DaCe. X X 
DaD X 
X DaE X X X 
Da.G 
De.H X 
a 
DaCVs i'e..thei:' ·wa.~ px"esent ia. the. hom>!; ~ but paternal gr andpa.:r-e!lts wer e actually 
p~ent sarrogates. 
b 
Mother dieod when lbH vras si:X:t een., 
Both parents were present in the homes of six of the women during the 
first elev·en years of' life. Of t hi s total group ~> only one (Da.E) was in the 
daughter gener~tiono Only J\.bE and Da.E grew l.lp in homes in which there were 
both parents throughout their childhood. In nine cases there was at least one 
par ent i n the home throughout the inmatens childhoodo In four of the cases 
(MoG, De.B, De.F and DaG) neither parent w~.s with the child for any sustained 
per i od of time., 
--· 
Broken and Irregular Homes 
"!'he women~ s homes had be:en di.:srupted in various vrays. Death" divorce~ 
desertion and separat ion resulted in physical deprivation of at least one 
parente In other situations there were irregular family situations in whi ch 
there were informal ties between parent figures. Table 14 shows the c~u se of 
br oken parental homes of the women in the studyo 
TABLE 14 
CAUSE OF BROKEN H01~ 
-----------------------------------~-------------------------------------------
MoA 
MoB 
Moe 
M:>D 
MoE 
].bF 
MoG 
MoH 
Death Divorce Desert. Sepo 
X 
a 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
DaA 
DaB 
DaC 
DaD 
DaE 
DaF 
Da.G 
Da.H 
Death DlYorce Desert •. Sep o 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
~other died, but parents had been separated prior to this. 
The history of broken or irregular homes in ~.;his group is extremely 
high . Thirteen of the sixteen women in the study had parental famiHes which 
were br oken by death.!) divorce ~ desertion or separatior •• with half the mother 
group l osing a pa!"ent through death . 
If one were to define · a. united home as onG in ·which there is a mother 
and a father each assuming his appr opriate role in the family9 without marked 
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disco:t'a _, only on& of' the parent al home3 (MoE) could be -:-on.~ ide.red a l.mi+.=ed 
homa. Al·though DaE grevr up l:r~ a home with a mother and a f a ther, .. there was 
great di scord . 
In addition_., tvto of the hom8s we r E> conside:t>ed. L~ r~gular . DaA grew 
up with he r mothd:r and a ma:n she belie-v·ed was her i.'ather ~ only to lear J._ at 
the age of t hirteen that this man was not her father 9 and that; her conoE<pt 
of herse l f with r egard to her rs.:::f.i had to be al tGred. Her mother and step= 
father live d together' for a tim.:> but svantually we:c·e mar-r'iedo MoF u s mother. 
a.fld stepfather· L.veci to5ethe r 1'oy; several year s and later married. Int er--
mitt ently MoF vras ssnt to live with h8:r' natural father·. 
Family Relationships 
Th*'> f'o1:1.1WJ..ng s~::;,.rtiorJ. !'t>ports the data about the: womenu s re1ation= 
sh i ps wi t h t hei :l" mothEn~s (and mo t her subst.itutes) 9 fathers and siblings. 
Wher~ information was av-ailable about !'6lationships wi t:b. step~parsnts or other 
key i'amily f'igurc~a , this vra.s not':ldo The records ·v·a:t'ied i:n the amount of infor -
mation about familial :r·el&.tionst.dps. In some instanc.::s lter-ification oi' data 
or e.ddi tionSLI matel"'iELl was obtained f':rom the cor:r'espondene~ be'btre"'n the women 
and thei r r elatives filed in the rec ords. The files of The Division of Legal 
Medici ne and t he ve:r".b&l repo:r'ts of their social workers provi.ded ini'ormation 
f or the cases known to the Divisiono lfuc·h of the recorded ma.te:t"ial had been 
obtained f r om the i nmates and accessible relatives 9 and9 no doubt 9 there 1;vere 
distortions due to faulty recall and phantasy" For the most part9 h mvever» 
there v.ras consistency in the dat a. 
Re l ationships Between I nmates and Thei r Mot he:rg 
Table 15 shows the kind of relationship each woman had >vith he r mother. 
A relationship was considered ~good~ if a. mother a~ sumed her role as mother 9 
~-· 
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was present in the home with her daughter~ and the record reported predomin-
antly positive feelings and atti tude-.s ir... th~& motl1~r""daughter :t"e1ationshipo 
The upoor" category includes those oases in which the mother~·daughter :.rela-
tionship was marked by lack of :rrrutuali ty and/or hosti.li t:.r as the predominant 
factors. An asterisk indicates those cases ,'Jhiohwerelawvrn to •.rhe Dh··i sion . 
of Legal Medicine o 
TABLE 15 
RELATIONSHIP BE'IWEEN INMATES AND THEIR MOTHEHS 
Not No·t 
Good Poor Clsar Absent Good Poor· Clear Absent 
MuA :X: Da.A. ;e: 
MJB :X: *DaB X 
MDC X •nac X 
MoD X DaD X 
X *D;ill X 
MoF X •DaF :X: 
MoG *Da.G :X: 
DaH a. X 1bH x 
a. DaH was included in the group V'ri th an absent mother, since her mother was not 
with her for most of' her childhood. 
Six of the women lac:ked the opportunity f'or a relationship vvi th their 
mothers based on day to day interchange. Five of the3e six were of the daughter 
generation. Six mo"t:' e 9 thre.<:~ or the mother s end bh:.ree of the daughters 8 were 
rated as "poor". Three women~' all of the mother gene:t'a.tion.., were rated as having 
-..~..- 0 
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a good mother~daughter relationch]p. In the case of MiJD there did not appear 
to be adequate information for mak:ing a.n evaluation, In the- daughter generation 
there were no good relationships 'vi th theil" motherso Admitted.ly~ there is an 
impressionistic element in all the evaluationso 
MoAts mother was cons:id~red to have had a good :rvelationshi p \~ 1. th 
her. She e;ontii1Ued to maintain a homo for her children after her husband 
deserted the familyo At that point she went to work during the day in orderin 
suppoi't t;he familyD and df.::lleg,ated the task of caring i~o:r· the new~born baby in 
the f'amily to MoA. N.;nre.,.,·t'hele,:;.s t£-... .s-:tc• was a olos6ness between mother and 
daughter. When MoA was commi ttt-d tc Framingham, he.L~ mothtt:r ' s devotion con-
tinued . Her mother was a1so fond of MoA 1 s children. 
Both :MoE and MoH 'had re.:~o1loctions of happy 0hi ldhoods. Although 
MoEVs record is not full on. this po:tnt, the assurance she apparent-ly felt and 
expressed that her family would ~1 si:;and by?Y vinile she wac at Framingham~ and 
the fact that her mothet' took C'ai'e of her children while she was at the insti-
tution~ suggested a reasonably satisfactory relationship. There was no direct 
information abm .. d:; th<:< mol:;her=daught~t, re.lationship in the MOH record, either ., 
MoH talked of her parents as having been stric·b, without being t~too strictu9 
reported that the parentsv relationship was harmonious, and indicated that 
although her mother went out to work tvro days a week, she did not €!Xpect her 
daughters to assume excessive housohold responsibilities ., It was felt this 
information suggested a good r·elaf;i.onship. 
The mother,·daughte:rv relationship betv.reen MoB and her mother was con-
sidered poor al thougb. the r-ecord contained scant materi al. MoB ' s first de lin~ 
quE>nc:y followed an argument with her mother., Both lvbC and MoF had hostile 
relationships with their mothers. MoC reported that her mothe:r had been a lax 
disdplina:tian~ One t'ecalls the previously quoted schooi repor-t in this case
9 
rei\3rring to the parer.ts ~ l:l.tti tude toward her as 16nonsyrr1pa.thetic and never 
f'irm at the right time.~~ After Moers father was ki1lE>d 9 het' mother was unable 
to manage her and a temporary placement was arranged. When MoC 1J'/'£iS thirteen 
she attempted suicide~ saying she i'el+. she was wwhated11 • MoC v s mother' J ..... d main~ 
tain Gontact vti.th her while she was at Framingham but was an upsetting influence. 
MoF desc:C"'ibed her mother· as ~'supercritical'' and said she felt; rejected by her 
bece.us& of MoFu s darke::-· co:lur1.r1go The r elaf.;ionship was :mar k&d by tension and 
Du:r·ing the timt7 DaA was growing up her mother was arrossted for drunk-
enness~ and there we.re numerous difficulties in the home involving the various 
fami~y merr~be:tso Da.Aos mother br ought her up believing that the mot.herrs Negro 
husband was her .tatr.t:lr 9 but tht::i f'a(:t t;hat this vras not so was reveale,d as the 
re su 1 t of a cour... he: a.:t"i.ag w'her, De.A was thirteen, At about thi ~ i::ime he c mother 
f'el t De.A was un.-:oopt::·ra."Gi"\7\:> and that she could not cope vri th h ,;.r 9 and conse~ 
quently she was placed in fostef' care9 and:, later_, a.t Lanvaste:r' Industrial 
School. When DaA was paroled to her home a.t the age of fif'teen 9 thef'El W!iS 
difficulty again9 as she appeared to rebel against attempts on the part of her 
parents to impose limits. In spite of many difficulties 9 it is of interest 
that DaA ~ s moth8r was loyal to her during the daughterrs commitment to 
Framingham., visited and corresponded regularly., and brought gif·ts. 
DaD recalled that it seemed her mother was always locking her up. 
When she was ~velve her mother arranged her placement at a private institution, 
as she considered DaD difficults a:nd.!l further 0 felt she had to work and could 
not look after hero DaD felt; her mother wished to be rid of her. Later 9 when 
she was sixteen and at Lancaster Industrial Schoo1 9 her longing ror .family 
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affection e:nd the fact; that shEJ ree:ei ved r.one was noted by members of thi2-
Lanca.ster staff' " 
DaEWs home was char-a.:.tC~rized by drirlking and .t.Lg,r.Ltiing of the parents o 
Her mother apparently did not protect he:r< from her f'ather" s improper advances 
beginning when she was a small ohild~> and, took her to pla.cjes of questionable 
reputation where she observed hflt' :motht:-r ~ s illicit relations~ '!lie psychologi= 
cal report of a TAT administert:~d at F:ram:tngham, and filed in the record, 
stated, "the mother- f'igur"'' • $ • is seen as a scolding:> nagging indi·<ridual and 
not one to whom she can g0 to roC' e:'llotional warmth and comfor·i:~ but. as a source 
of strict controL ~~ ThE> girl~ s i'ee:ings toward her mother. we.:r'e descr'ibed as 
a.mbi val en:t, and it was :noted., " She is unable to recognize her own a.:r.Lger toward 
·her mother , but sh ows !Cee·t~ . .J.y ths 0apadty to b6 T(b!'Y hm·t by her. n 
Or.Lly MoG vf ~hfJ 1amothl'>r~~ group in the study was t 'ear6d w1. thout her 
own mothe:ro She ha.:l b-::Em placed in foster' ,:are as !":l.n ir.J.'a:r.;.tD and her mothar 
died of' cancer when she vras f'iit\? years old . '!he record di d not indicate that 
sha had any :rem8nib('anc?. of' b~:, :!' mothe,.,. 
Fi·ve of tho 11 d.aug1rt<:;t> 1~ g:t"oup VJ"t:J:r<a reared chiE>f'ly by pe.t'sons other 
t han their mother s. Since four of these w-omen had had some contact with The 
Divis i on of Legal Medicine~> an added e.ource of' information about them was 
availablee Except for DaG these udaughtersn had had some dagrE~e of contact 
with their mother sD and their feelings about them were further influenced by 
information given ar.d withheld by others. The strong e.mbivalence i n the 
feelings of the;ge women t oward their mothers was particularly marked~ Hate 
and love 9 the image of a rnothe~ who was !ino goodu and at the same time 
exoneratedD is a theme shared by this gt'OUp o Another theme., appearing to be 
more marked as the a ctua l <J onta.ct wi tl. mother was less (as with DaF and DaG) b 
-~ .. 
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was the sense of being incomplete without mother. 
DaB, althou~ she was e:way from her mother for most of her childhood, 
spent brief intermittent periods with her mother.., when .for the most part there 
was constant friction betwe~n the twoo DaB hated her mother., but loved her; 
saw her as being "no good" but had an intense wish to force her to be a mother 
in the real sense of the word. DaC never knew her mother but had seen her 
twice and talked with her, perhaps once or twice, o:n the telephone. DaC was 
about five at the time of the first visit, when her mother looked 0 nice•. She 
was about twelve when she saw her for the second time, and this time mother 
was drunk. She saw her mother as "no good", but sti 11 wanted her and felt she 
"belonged with her," and was impoverished without her. She felt that her 
grandmother~ 8 ind·algence was to make up to her for not havi.ng a mother. 
- - -
Da.F did not know her mother ~ s identity until she was eight11 and she 
felt she was kept away from her mother as she grew oldero She had a great 
desire to know and understand her mother. She expressed the wish to have 
mother close, yet feared confusion of her identity with that of her mother. 
·- -
She fel t she had never had anything of he~ "awn". DaG, who had been placed 
- -
as a tiny inf'ant, never ~ew her mother. She talkE?d · of feeling "incomplete• 
and as if her lite were shrouded in m;rater;r. She shifted from vieWing her 
mother as a "bum• to seeing her as "wonderful", and a victim of circumstances, 
. -- .. . 
from rejecting her mother to setting· th~ search for her mothe~ as -a life goal. 
DaR felt her mother cast a •shadow" on her life but also loved her. 
According to the daughter's psychological test,she saw her mother as inade-
quate . DaR was disappointed about her mother's laxity in __ visi ting and corres-
ponding with her while she was at Framingham. However, she had a strong sense 
of loyalty to her. The mother's record indicated her concern for DaH when the 
latter was a small chil d. ~Then lbH was at Framinghrun she corresponded vnth 
her daughter:s foster parents, and, later, when she was on parole, she visited 
the f oster. home regularly. 
Relat ionship Be~reen Inmates and MOther Substitutes 
Six of the vromen were cared for by mother substi tut;es. DaC and DaF 
grew up in the homes of their grandparents; 1bG and DaG in foster homes; DaR 
primari ly in foster home care, but partly >rith her motherz and DaB partly 
"'vith her grandmother and partly in foster homes. In no case was the rela-
tionshi p between the imnate and her mother,-substi tute satisfactory. 
DaC was reared by her paternal grandparents, although her father was 
also in the home . She described her grandmother as loving, never 'ltoo strictt~ 
but also doting and tending to baby her. She interpreted the fact that her 
grandmother was impartial in purchasing gifts f or all he:r. grandchildren~ even 
though DaC was the only one she brought up , as evidence she did not thir~ of 
h'=lr as ttspecial", and she considered her childhood as not completely happy 
uwi thout her mother". 
DaF was brought up by her maternal grandmother J) who allowed her to 
believe she was her own mother until she was eight years of age. The grand-
mother felt that DaF ' s own mother was a. poor influence and there was a great 
deal of conflict beb~een the grandmother and mother during the girl 's chi ld-
hood . The grandmother was alternately loving and condemning, either felt she 
could do no wrong, or was 11 just like" her mother . 
MOG, who grew up in foster care, received consistent care in one foster 
home for most of the first fifteen years of her life. She remembered the 
foster parents as kindly, treating her as an 11 own11 child., and giving her "every-
thing she wanted". They persisted in t hei r int erest in her and kept in touch 
-- • e 
\vi th her later . On the other hand 9 the Family Service Agency which lrnew the 
situation felt that the foster mother w·s.s neurotic and unable to provide MoG 
with proper supervision. DaG had numerous changes of foster homes . She was 
in one home from the age of one to three and in another from four to nine . 
Dur ing this period she spent intermittent periods in hospitals where srw was 
treat ed for rheumatic fever. When she was nine she and her sister~ who was 
al so placed 1vith her~ had to move because of the fo ster mother's illness. 
From that time there were a series of foster home placement s which were gen-
eral ly not successful. At one point when she was in a home she liked~ the 
f oster family moved out of the state. 
DaR's earliest memory was of foster care. The record lacked informa-
tion about the detai ls of her experiences t h ere.? but the only happy perio d she 
:r'ecalled in her life was for part of a period of time she spent at home . DaB 
was brcught up by her maternal grandmother until she was about six and a half. 
mte felt her grandmother favored her sister. Later she went to several foster 
home s v"here she said she was poorly treated. 
Identification of the Daughters with Their Mothers 
The records of five of the cases in which the mother-daughter r elation-
ship was poor~ or the mother was absent during the daughter's childhood 3 con-
t ained information about the daughter's identification with her mother. 
The mothers of DaC, DaF and DaG had been absent. Dacus concept of her 
mother was of being ttno good 11 and that she somehow 'lbelongedu •vi th her mother. 
vVhen she acted out she indicated that she felt she was incapable of doing 
nany be·f:;ter". She reported that her father often used to say, "You 1 re just 
like your mother." 'Ihere was evidence that Da.F identified with her mother, 
ac:ti v·ely sought to do this , but still worried about being confused with her. 
'±uo 
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DaG talked of feeling she vra~ like he!' mother and ~~in ~omplete vri thout mothertt e 
She had been told that her mother was an alcoholic and also that she was just 
like her mothere 'Ihis dtmghter we.s t:t'eate:d for rheumati c heart disease during 
the time she was betw-een four and nine y ears of agE'lo Subsequent1y the diag= 
:nosis vra.s ruled outo Her mother also had heart disease.. There vras nG 
evidence that the daughter kn~r of he~ mother~s illness" 
DaD and DaE had poor relationships wi th their m::>thers. DaD expressed 
muc'h. hostility toward her mothero Yett' whenshe was oi~fered the opportunity to 
select clothing or f'u:rniture~ she chose exact replicas of h10r mother 7 s. DaE 
was constantly dreaming of her mother.. In treatment and in projeGtive tests 
the evidence of maternal dep:d vation and feelings of helr;lessness and abandon-
ment ware marked. An examination of personality traits reported in the records 
of this motherr=daughter pai:r shows interesting sirrdlarities. Both W'';;ro 
described a.s quiet, inter'ested in other.s~ dependent and neat. 
The records indicated that all eight of the daughter·s.l) like their 
mothers~ considered themselYes worthless and inadequate, 
R8iation1:!hipg Bet•'f"t>!l Inma·bes and 'Iheir Fathers 
'I'a.ble 16 shows the relationship between fathers and their daughters. 
A relationship was rated ngood" if a father assumed his role as father 0 was 
present in the home 9 and the record reported predominantly positive feelings 
and attitudes in the f'ather=daughter relationship. The ufa.i:i:·li category 
includes those in which there were positive feelings and attitudes but some 
significant negative factors in the relationship. 1'1"1e 1tpooru group were 
i'athe:r.s Yrho were in the home for all or a substantial part of' the daughter 9 s 
childhood0 but the records and reports indJ.cated lack of mutuality and/or 
hostility as the predominant factors in the relationship. 
'T.Jo 
vve 
TABLE 16 
RELATIONSHIP BE1WEEN DmA.TES AND THEIR FATHERS 
Not Not 
Good Fair Poor Clear Absent Good Fair Poor Clear Absent 
MoA X Da.A X 
MoB X Da.B X 
Moe X DaC X 
MoD X DaTI X 
MoE X DaE X 
MoF X Da.F X 
MoG X DaG X 
MoH X Da.H X 
Half the fathers were "absent"> the relationships of tvro of the 
fathers with their daughters were "poor"; tvro were tifairn > three were "good"> 
and in one case the relationship was not clear. 
The three women whose relationship with their fathers was considered 
good were in the mother generation. MoDus father was a. steady worker 9 and it 
·was lcnovrn that during his lifetime the f amily was intact and delinquency was 
not a known factor in family life e It was assumed that the daughtervs rela~ 
tionship with him was probably satisfactory. MoEV s father was also a. steady 
worker~ and she had the remembrance of a happy childhood in a home in which 
there was no known mar ital conflict. MoH 7 s parents ,vere congenial ., and she 
too recalled a happy childhood. She lived at home with her father until hi s 
death when she was twenty=eight., although she was already married by that time. 
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The paternal relationships of ~~A and DaC were considered faire MoA' s 
i'ather disappeared when she was eleven years of age., and although she did not 
appear to remember it, the record indicated that he occasional ly had ~'wander­
lust" even before he left for good. Hmtever, vmen he was in the home, he was 
interested in his children~ read t o them, and helped them with their hommvork. 
MbA recalled him with warmth, and his absence was keenly felt. Among the 
daughters, DaC was the only one who seemed to have had a meaningful relation~ 
ship with her father. Her parents had been divorced when she was an infant, 
and her father was awarded her legal custody. He resided in the same home 
with her but abdicated his role as father to his parent s.., although he pampered 
her with gifts and money. 
MOC and Da.E had poor relationships with their fathers . MbCVs father 
was an alcoholic, and there was continual friction be~veen the parents. MoC 
remembered him as having been a strict disciplinarianb and the lack of under-
standing in the home was noted by the school report in the record. Da.E's home 
·was characterized by drinking and fighting. Her father referred to her mother 
as a "jailbird". MOE claimed that this man was not her real father_, but this 
was not verified. She said he had criminally assaulted her as a. small child. 
MOF's relationship with her father was not clarified in the record. 
She was an illegitimate child and made her home vnth her mother. However, 
she knew her natural father, and as a child stayed with him intermittently. 
Six of the eight women with absent fathers were in the ttda.ughter 11 
group. Until DaA was thirteen she believed that her stepfather, who was Negro, 
was her own father, and then learned that her father was a white man. Her 
relationship with her step~father was unclear. When ·she was at Framingham_, 
it vms observed that he was "cooperative". DaB v s father had been out of the 
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home sinc6 she was ve~ small 9 and he dropped out of htr life ompletely when 
she was seven years old. Da.D 9 s father deserted when she v1as a baby~ and Da.F 
was reared in the home of her- maternal gt'and.."'llther e Appar·ently her father had 
visited occasionally when she was a small child9 but had discontinued this by 
the time she was eight years old. DaG lrnew nothing of hE>r' father_, and DaG9 s 
paternity was in questione She had a step-father of whom she seemed fond at 
t imes . 
MoB's father had been ill v.Ji th tuberculosis fo r many years~ and had 
been separated from his wife when MoB was very young . MoG v s parents were 
married the day she was born, apparently simply seeking to legitimize her 
birth~ and then separated. It was interesting however 9 that when MoG was in 
F'.r·amingham, a woman in her mid~thirties s her father learned of her v,rhereabouts 
and communicated with her. 
Relat ionship with Siblings 
Information about the inmates 9 relationships wi th their siblings was 
not found in many of the records. I n some cases the relationship •nth a par-
ticular brother o :~.~ siste't" vras noted.., without reference to others in the famil;y; 
Some report of good sibling relationship was found in the records of three of 
the daughters . Da.A 9 s brother~ seven years younger than she, wrote weekly and 
visited while she was at Framingham. DaE was obser~ed to have been deeply con-
cerned about her younger siblings, and strong family feeling of DaH and her 
siblings was noted. 
l~B had a particularly poor relationship with a younger si ster at the 
time of her commitment , and MoD did not get along well with her siblings. 
v~ . 
MoE9 who reportedly enjoyed a good relationshi p with siblings as a child.., had -?." 
only a fair relationship with them at the time of commitment. DaD hated one 
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of her brothers but was very friendly with another. 
The Fronily and Del inquency 
Delinquency in the Parental Family 
Table 17 shows the types of delinquencies in vfhich the members of the 
womenus families were involved. These include 8 of course~ only known ~~lin~ 
quenci es and recorded offenses o For the siblings 9 an x indicates that one or 
more of the siblings wer~e involved in delinquent acts. This table may be com-
pared with Tables 2 and 3, which show the types of offenses of the mother~ 
daughter pair. 
TABLE 17 
TYPES OF DELINQUENCIES IN THE PARENTAL FA:MILY 
1futher Father Sibs Father ·· sibs 
MoA Sex Non-support X DaA Sex; X 
Neglect~ 
Non=support~ 
Trespass 
MoB DaB Neglect ~ X 
Nonwsupport :; 
Theft 9 
Motor vehicle 
MoC Sex; Drunkenness X DaC Disturbing 
Stubborn the peace 
child 
MoD X DaD Sex• X 
Non=suppor"t" 
Assault 
MoE X DaE Drunkenmes s 
McF Sex Sex; DaF 
Drug addict 
M'oG Sex Non= support DaG AWOL X 
M:iH DaH Sex X 
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In four of the cases the history of the repetition of delinquency was 
lmovm to have extended for a generation before the mother u•daughter pair under 
study. In the case of :MoC this was for two generations bef'ore her. In three 
cases (A, F and G) the sexual delinquencies persisted from generation to 
generation. 
The fathers of £'our of the mothers and seven of the daughters had his-
tories of delinquency. In each case in which the mother's mother had a hismry 
of delinquency, her father did also. One or more of the siblings of nine of 
the women were delinquent, and in one of these cases (1fuC) all six.of her 
siblings were involvede 
The Inmate v s Perception of Reason i'or Del inquency 
The records contained information about the inmates~ attitudes toward 
their delinquency at the time of commitment and their own evaluation of causa= 
tive factors. Some blamed key :family figures and their acts of commission or 
omission~ others saw themselv·es as victims of circumstances or as essentially 
innocent of wrongdoing~ even though they did not deny the act for which they 
were committed; while others felt that some particular circumstance or condi~ 
tion was the cause or a complicating fa.ctoro Table 18 shows how each inmate 
assigned responsibility for her delinquency. In some instances ,, more than one 
cause was assigned. 
v-±o 
Case 
MoB 
DaB 
:rvroc 
DaC 
MoD 
De.D 
MoE 
DaE 
MoF 
DaF 
MoG 
DaG 
MoH 
DaH 
TABLE 18 
INMATE'S PERCEPTION OF RESPONSIBILITY FOR DELINQUENCY 
Parental 
Family 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
Attributed Delinquency to 
Husband Circtunstances 
X 
X 
:X: 
X 
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Felt 
Not 
Delinquent 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
Nine of the women felt that members of the parental family were respon-
sible for their becoming delinquent . MoA felt her life would have been differ~ 
ent if her father had not disappeared and her mother had been able t o remain at 
home more to care for the children. Her daughter (DaA) did not consider her-
self a delinquent but felt the things that happened to her were not her fault. 
She never had clothes like other children when she went to school 9 her parents 
were unreasonable in demands 9 like setting curfews when she was a teen-agere 
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The neglect of her children was t he result of being evicted £'rom her apartment 
and the fact that she had to go out looking for her husb~~d. 
DaB~ in retrospect~ felt that the running away which began when she 
was seven and her later' misbehav"ior, were deliberate attempts to get away from 
an intolerable home~ and subsequently she felt that there was no use t rying. 
She seemed to feel herself caught in a whirlpool from which efforts to extri-
cate herself were hopeless. 
MoC indicated that everyone in her family had been in ntrouble 11 , includ~ 
ing her parents and grandparents, and felt that this~ together 1~th the implica~ 
tion of an inherent badness or something wrong with her mind. accounted for her 
problems ., DaC felt that a "doting" grandmother and "too leni ent" father caused 
her delinquency~ but she also recognized that her feelings of being hurt and 
jealous when her father remarried played a part in her de l inquency. 
MoD felt that if her father had not died~ with the result that she had 
to leave school to help out financially, she would not have been exposed to 
the "bad company~ which introduced her to delinquency. MoF b lamed her early 
delinquency on the lack of supervision by her mother and the latter's immoral= 
ity and rigidity. DaF, reared by her maternal grandmother~ blamed the latter's 
keeping her away from her mother~ her rigidity, and making demands which she 
knew could only be met through DaF1s delinquency. DaH felt her mothervs 
alcoholism created a blight on her life, causing the necessity for foster care. 
She thought, too, that she had been seduced into delinquency through bad 
company .. 
The three women who felt that their husbands were to blame were all 
in the "mother" group. MoE said that her husband started her drinking and 
that he chased her out of the house., even though it was he who later preferred 
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i;he udesertion" charge which resulted in her commitmento In her case~ there 
had been no definite delinquency reported prior to her marri age . MoG believed 
her difficulties were due to the f act that her husband went out; with 19other 
peoplett and the resul te.nt loneliness 9 although this does not explain her 
delinquency as a juvenile. MOH said she took her first drink vvith her husbe.n~ 
and that he was thus responsible for her delinquencies. In fact , he had been 
her partner in the first reported delinquency. 
Four of the women, in addition to DaA, did not consider themselves 
delinquent. MQBVs earliest delinquency was an illegitimate pregnancy, and the 
commitment charge was for neglect of children. Although DaD admitted her 
involvement in offensess which included larceny# stubbornness and sexual 
delinquency)> she did not feel she was a delinquent. Similarly9 , Da.E, although 
she acknowledged offenses ~ did not see this activity as making her a delinquent. 
DaG was convinced that commitment for her offense was inappropriate3 
and that if she had the backing of family or a lrovyer thi s action would not 
have been taken. The charge which resulted in her commitment was nus:ing Auto 
Without Authority". She had been going the wrong way on a. one~way street and 
was driving without a license when she collided with a parked truck. Her 
male companion left when there was trouble. About three weeks earlier she 
had been arrested for drunkenness but was released . She felt that the f'act of 
having been in foster home care had 11ruinedtt her life. 
Family Crises and Delinquency 
MoC was the only person whose first reported delinquency occurred 
while there were two parents physically present in the home. Her difficulties 
began about a year before her father was killed in an automobile accident. Her 
father had been an alcoholic and there was a long history of marital discord 
5'{., 
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between her parents which preceded her early delinquent behavior·o MoEu s 
delinquent activities occurr·ed e.f'te:t< she was married and out of the parental 
homeo DaE became delinquent during the year her mother w~~ out of the home 
for at least three months w'hi le serving a House of Correction Senter"ce o 
A history of the actual loss of a key family figure~ or the con-
spicuous loss of love of such figure~ was seen in every case. In six cases 
(DaA~ MOB 9 DaB~ DaC, DaD~ DaE) there was some traumatic event closely related 
in time to the first known delinquency (within the year)o Da.A learned the 
man she believed t o be her father was not her father. MOB became illegiti-
mately pregnant innnediately following an argument vri th her mothero DaB us 
contact with her father stopped when she was seven, the year of her first 
difficulty. DaC ~ s grandfather died and her father remarr1ed just before her 
problems started . DaD was · placed in an institution by her motr_el:' 9 and DaE~ s 
mother received a jail sentence. 
MoD~ s father died thr·ee years before the first reported delinquency, 
and MQHU s mother died ~~o years before she began to have difficulties. In 
the other eight cases there was a longer time span betv.reE:~n the knmvn t!"a'l.l.matic 
loss or chronic situation and the delinquency. 
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CHAPTER VI 
THE MA.RITAL FM.ITLY 
Marital History 
It was seen in Table 7 that all but ~~o of the women who had been 
married were separated or divorced at; the time of their conunitment to 
Framingham" Table 19 shows the age at which each of the women married and 
the duration of the marriage to the time of separation or commitment to 
Framingham" 
TABLE 19 
AGE AT TIME OF MARRIAGE AND DURATION OF MARRIAGE 
MoB 
MoE 
MoF 
MoG 
b 
MoH 
Age 
17 
19 
17 
17 
17 
19 
19 
Years Married 
1 
8 
3 
16 
2 
14 
20 
BnaA. was married twice a 
DaAa. 
DaB 
DaC 
DaD 
DaE 
DaF 
DaG 
DaH 
Age 
16 
22 
17 
Years Marri ed 
5 
4 
-1 
bMoH was married twice. Her age at the time of her second marriage was not 
clear. She remarried between the time of her first and second commitment. 
All the women in the study who had been married were under nine~ 
t een at the time of the first marriage. The youngest was sixteen~ three were 
-59~ 
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nineteen, and five were seventeen at the time of the first ma.rriage e 
The first marri ages of three of the women lasted two years or less 0 
three were married from five to ten years, and three wer~ rnarried from ten 
to twenty years. Although MoH had been married to her first husband for 
twenty years prior to their divorcg~ the actual date of the final separation 
was not gi veno However 9 there had been a long hi story of' intermittent sepa~ 
rations~ and the relationship between MOH and her second husband appeared to 
have started at least five years prior to the divorce. 
The relationships between the women and their husbands were described 
as confused and unr1appy f rom the beginning9 with two exceptions. 1fuG~ who 
had been married for fourteen years when her husband went AWOL from the ser= 
vice 9 reported that the early years of her marriage had been happy9 and that 
it had only been in the last bV"o years that she and he:r husband had drifted 
aparto MOH's second husband continued to be devoted to her~ as evidenced by 
correspondence with her while she was at Framingham for the second time. He 
had been her partner in the charge of Lewd and Lascivious Cohabitation which 
had resulted. in her commitment to the institution twelve years €1arliero Da.AD 
who also married for the second time 9 was as unhappy with her second husband 
as she had been with her first~ 
Delinquent History of the Spouse 
The records contained information about the court records of the 
women' s spouses. Table 20 shows the number of offenses and types of offenses 
of each of the meno 
OVo 
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TABLE 20 
NUMBER AND T'IPES OF OFFENSES OF SPOUSES 
Spouse Spouse 
of Ntunber Types of Number Types 
MoA DaA 4 Non-support; 
Drunkenness; 
Assault; 
27 Neglro t of children 
Theft; 
Drunkenness; 
Assault; 
Sex; 
Motor vehicle 
MoB 6 Negle·ct of children; DaB 
Non-support; 
Theft; 
Motor vehicle 
MoC 1 Disturbing the DaC 
pea_ce 
MoD DaD 
.... - . - .. 
MoE 13 Drunkenness; DaE 10 Theft; 
Violation of Motor vehicle 
city ordinance 
MoF DaF 
MoG 1 AWOL Daft . 
MoH 2 Drunkenness DaR 
1 Fornication 
Children of the Daughters 
Table 21 shows the number of children of the wom~m in the i~daughtarn 
generation snd the legal stan1s of the children. 
DaA 
DaE 
Da.F 
Da.H 
TABLE 21 
NUMBER OF CHILDREN OF THE DAUGHTERS AND THEIR LEGAL STA'IUS 
Number of Children 
8 
1 
1 
2 
6 
1 
Legal Status 
Illegitimate 
2 
1 
2 
Half of the daughters had a total of twelve craldren of whom seven 
were considered "legi timaten and five 11 illegi timate". The adjudicated father 
of Da.A Us out =of~wedlock chi ldren was the man who became her second husband . 
DaE v s child was considered t'legi timate " according to the record~ since she was 
married at the time of his birth, although the child's father was not herhusband • 
. , DaEu s child was born while she was in prison and the child was placed 
in the care of the Division of Legal Guardianship. DaFVs chi ld had been cared 
for from the beginning by his maternal great grandmother. One of DaH's chil -
dren was cared for by a friend~ while the other was in an agency fo ster home 
which had agreed to provide free care . Only DaA had had the experience of 
caring for her own children. She had had eight children in nine years~ and 
her neglec t of her children was the basis of her commitment to Framingham. 
u~• 
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They had also been removed from her care by court order at an earlier time 
because of their poor care . Nevertheless, she stated ~hat her goal was to 
eventually reestabli sh a home fo r her children. 
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CHAPTER VII 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The social backgrounds, personality characteristics and criminal car-
eers of eight women and their daughters 9 both of whom have been inmates at the 
Massachusetts Correctional Institution for omen at Framingham9 have been exenP 
ined and compared in this studyG The purpose was to observe similarities and 
differences between the two generations and the ways in which the mothers may 
have influenced their daughters. The primary source of information was the 
case records at Framingham. For five of the daughters this was supplemented 
by information from the files of The Division of Legal Medicine and/or 
interviews with staff of the Division. 
Theories about the causation of criminal behavior have been influenced 
by the observation that such behavior appears to be repeated from one genera-
tion to anotherG Earlier hypotheses which attributed this to biological 
inheritance have been discredited, and recently the cause has been attributed 
to familial and social influences. Psychological theory has contributed an 
understanding of the role of the process of identification in the development 
of both "normal" and ''deviant" character. The human tendency to seek to 
reexperience patterns of earliest experience and the influence of parent on 
child by precept, example and unconscious wish were suggested as providing 
avenues for the transmission of pathological as well as socially conforming 
behavior patterns. 
Previous studies of the women at Framingham revealed that frequently 
they were products of unhappy and broken homes in which patterns of deviant 
behavior had been established. Sex delinquency often began in adolescenceg 
and drunkenness was a frequent problem. 
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The small number of women in the study~ the restri ction to one insti-
tution and the fallabili ty of the sources of data 1'Tere aclmowl edged as limit-
ing this study. Generalizations are no t applicable beyond this particular 
group . 
The women in the group were between seventeen and thi.rt y-·f" ive years of 
age at the time of their first commitment to Framingham. There was a trend 
among the daughters toward earlier delinquency and earlier commitment to 
Framingham. The mothers were be~veen twenty and thirty- five years of" age at 
the time of the first commitment while six of the daughters were nineteen or 
younger, and the eldest was V.venty- six. I'uur· or· the mother-daughte r pairs 
were commit-red to Framingham for similar offenses. In three cases they were 
sex offenses and in the fourth case offenses involving the care of children. 
\lllhen all delinquencies are considered 9 seven of these mother-daughter pairs 
were involved in similar offenses. Mo re than half the women (nine) were com-
mitted to Framingham for sex offenses and thirteen had been i nvolved in sex 
delinquencies at some timeo Four of the womenD three of whom were in the 
mother generation, were committed on charges involving the car~ of their chil-
dren . Drunkenness was part of the commitment charge against one of the 
mothers and the basis for a re-commitment of another. It was a 1mown problem 
of seven of the women, including three mother-daughter pairs. Larceny was 
the charge for the commitment of one of the women9 but when all delinquencies 
are considered five, including two mother-daughter pairs~ had offenses involv= 
ing theft. The partners of the sex offenders and the accomplices of the woman 
charged with larceny received conspicuously lighter sentences than the women 
in the studyo 
Only ~vo of the women were Negro and eleven were of the Roman Catholic 
- . 
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fai'th., Problems about ra(~El affec;ted four of the wom.sn.o a.:nd diff'er&nD.:.s of 
:I:" a 1i gion or some degre E< of conf'lir:t about religion existed in hal.f the casei5' . 
Seven of the mothers and tlvo of the daughters had been ma:r':c-ied. before their 
oonnn:i.t;ment to Framingham" and in all but tvro cases the nn.:rriages had be"=ln 
terminated by divor'uo or separa.t.i.on. There were pr oblems c:of i1legi t:'irr~£:: . 'Y and 
out-of~vredlock pregnanciE-s in tBn of the cases including three mothF.tr.ndaughter 
pail's , and two addi tiona.l women were themselves illegi tima.te o 
School achie·ITemant. laggt. ~ bt:>b.i:nd the norm f'or the Nxmniwity.? with only 
two of.' tha Ytorne.n. high school g;:r.'l3.duatt~s and the rest having: t>.0hiEnred ninth 
g'."ad€ or less 11 a1 thougb only one of' the women had an Io Qo below that which 
is consider"'d normal. 'lhere was a. su'bsta.ntial dif'fe.:renca in int811igenoe 
( t.h:i.d:y·~tt.vo pG:ints ) beii'treen on<> mother and daughter . S e"'f$::."L of the womenv 
ind u.ding tv.ro mothEl:t'~,daughi"et' pairs,. had good school adj~,;at:m~n~·s o Only one 
of' th.f< women had bean wi tho·ut some period of' gainful Ampl.~yment :in the com'-' 
mcmi ty and f'ou·.? ( inc· uding; a mother-~dJJ.ughte:r· pair) had wor-ked for two yeaN 
or more e One mother and one daught er- had poor >vor·k report::s ll.t the insti tu<, 
t.'i.o:u while their' :r'raspecti va daughter a.:ad m.oth.b'l" ha d Axcellent vrork reeords at 
the institution. Fourteen of the women did good to excellent work. Undesir~ 
able friendships or problems in relation to peers vvel"fl a pr.·oblem in the com-
munity for six of the mothers and five of the daughters . I n seven cases the 
adjus tment at Framingham was better than in the community and in no case was 
i t worse. There were three mother"·daughte!" pairs among ·t;hose whose adj'ostment 
with f:r'iend s and peers in the c:.:o·mmuni ty was rated ~pool"•" 
Social agencies he.d been activ-e with all the mothe:cs and six of thi7 
daughters c Seven mothers a.nd i'our daughters had the expe ri.f'ncl9 of an investi= 
ge:tion by a protective agency because of a complaint of negl ed, o Agencie~ 
uv e 
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initiated the court action which resulted in commitment to Framingham in four 
cases, and in a fifth case an agency brought an abandonment charge against one 
of the women. ~1o mother-daughter pairs were among these cases in whi ch court 
action was initiated by a social agency. Nine of the women had been placed in 
an institution for delinquent or predelinquent children or in foster home care~ 
However, in every case in which a mother had been placed a mother substitute 
cared for the daughter. 
One of the mothers and two of the daughters were only children, and 
there was an "eldest" and a "youngest child" in the group, while the remain-
ing eleven women were middle children in larger family groups. Only one 
mother-daughter pair grew up in homes in which there were both parents through-
out their childhood. Both parents were present in the homes of six of the 
women for the first eleven years of their lives and this included one mother-
daughter pair both of whose parents were in the home through the inmatevs chil~ 
hood . In nine cases at least one parent was in the home throughout the inmate's 
childhood, and in four cases neither parent was present for any sustained 
period during childhood. Thirteen of the women had parental families which 
were broken by death, divorce, desertion or separation and two more lived in 
home s in which the ties between the parental pair lacked legal sanction. 
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There was a difference between the mother and daughter generations in ) 
their relationships with their mothers. Five of the daughters had been 
reared without their mothers for all or most of their lives, and the remain-
ing three had poor r.elationships with their mothers. ''!he women in the mother 
generation, on the other hand, had mothers who were in the home for all or 
most of tneir childhood with but one exception, and three of these women had 
good relationships with their mothers. Of the five "daughters" about whom 
information was supplemented by data from the Division., f'our had mother's who 
were out of their homes through their childhood. In all five cases there was 
marked ambivalence in t he feelings of the daughters towar'd their mothers o The 
less the actual contact with the mother~ the more there appeared t o be a sense 
of being "incomplete" without mother. These daught ers identified with their 
mothers even in the cases where contact with the mothers was minimaL In 
three of these cases where the mothers wer·e absent the daughters had been told 
they were "just like mothe:rn and also that their mother's vV'e:re lino good . 11 A 
fourth, who expr essed great hostili ty toward her motherD indicated her identi-
fication with her by purchasing clothes and furniture "just like mother~s .u 
The fifth had grown up in a h~me in whi ch she was in daily contact with her 
mother . In this case mother and daughter were described as having very 
similar personality traits. All eight daughters, like their mothersD considered 
themselves worthless and inadequatee 
Six of the eight "daughters" had absent fathers while this was true of 
just two of the "mothers . " 'lhree of the women, all "mothers" ~ had good relat:im= 
ships wi th their fathers. Information about sibling relationships was insuffi= 
cient for analysis. 
'!he known history of delinquency extended for a generation befol"e the 
mother~daughter pair in four in the cases and fo r two generations before in 
one of these. In each of these situations the mother's father as well as her 
mo ther was involved in deBnquency. Seven of the "daughters" had fathers who 
had criminal records. In nine cases one or more siblings were involved in 
delinquency. Nine of the women, i ncluding five "daughters," attributed their 
becoming delinquent to members of the parental family a~nd three blamed their 
husbands. Five of the women felt they were not delinquents although one of 
these is also included among those who attributed their' dt11inquency to the 
parental familye Those who blamed family f'igures frequr&ntly po::nted to some 
crisis in the family» such as the father 0 s disappe~ranc~ in one c~s~ and his 
remarriage in another o In only one case both parents wer:e physically present 
in the home when t he earliest reported delinquency occurredo In six casas there 
was a traumatic event clo sely related i n time to the first known delinquency. 
Nine of the women had been married., and in all r;ases they were under 
nineteen at the time of the first marriagee At the time of connni tment only 
two of the women were considered married e The first marriage-s of three of the 
women lasted tv;o years or less . Relationships betv;een the women and their hus-
ba~nds were described as coni~sed and unhappye One of the mothers reported th~ 
the early years of her marriage had been happy., and the second husband of 
another seemed devoted to her . Eight of the nine husbands had oourt records., 
and in the two cases wh<:J r e there were two marr iages, both spouses had cou:rl:; 
reoords. Four of the daughtt7rs had a total of twel v& ,,hi ldren cf' whom seven 
were legitimate and five illegitimate . Only one of these daught &rss the :mother 
of eight childl"en, had had the experience of caring for her ;:,.o.ildrens and she 
was committed to Framingham because of the neglect of her children. 
In the case of MO and Da.E there were some differences from the re st of 
the groupe This was the only situation in which a. mother., and later her daugh-
ter~ grew up in homes in which both parents were present . MOE grew up in a. 
united home .. remembered a happy childhood, and had a. good relationship with 
her mother. She was the only woman in the group whose earliest known delin~ 
quency had not begun in adolescence~ but when she was twenty~eight years of 
age and after she had been married and out of the parental home for several 
years. Her husband had a. court record for drunkenness which had begun several 
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years before the rnarriageo Although her relationship >vi. th her husband was 
extremel y poor9 she nevertheless continued o maintain a home with himo Ynus 
DaE grew up in the atmosphare of the fighting and drinking oi' her parents o 
Her earliest known delinquency occurred when she was fifteen at a time when 
her mot her had been arrested o Although DaE Vs feelings for her mother ·were 
markedly a.mbi valent there was great simi larity between them in pe::rsonal i.ty 
traits» as well as offenseso 
The mater'ial di~cussed above reveals that repeti -cive patterns were 
evident as the backg~ounds 9 characteristics and criminal careers of the mother-
daughter pairs were studied o It seems of interest that the daught ers of the 
two mothers who were comndtted to Framingham bnce we~e also committed ther e 
~nee and that in seven cases the mothers and daughters had similar offenseso 
As a group the women had adequate intellectual equipment o Responsiveness to 
the environment was suggested by the maintenance of previous adjustment or 
:improvement during confinement at Framingham in relationships with peers and 
work performance. The mot~ers~ influence on the daughters even when there was 
little or no direct contact was clarified i n those cases whi~h were known to 
The Division of Legal Medicineo Traumatic losses of family figures and trau-
matic incidents seemed to have had a close time relationship to delinquent 
behavior in a significant number of the cases e Many of the cont acts with 
social agencies were wit;h protective and child-placing agendas a.r.d resulted 
in court action against the women9 their own placementD o·r placement of their 
childreno This may provide an explanation of the negative at~itude t oward 
social agencies on the part of the women at Framingham found by Dro Cr amer in 
her studyo In this study it was seen that an overtly expressed negative atti= 
tude toward soci al agencies and social workers did not necessarily result in 
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inability to benefit from a treatment relationship vnth a social worker. 
In summary9 similarities were more apparent than differences in these 
eight mothers and t heir daughters o In most cases they were members of famil= 
ies in w·hich criminal behavior v.ras co:rmnonplace. :Most of them grew up in 
broken and unhappy homes 9 and9 in the daughter generation» without then· 
mothers or satisfactory mother substitutes . In the large majority of the 
cases the mot her-daught er relationships were poor9 and placement away from 
home was frequent. " Daughters identified vri th their mothers whether O!' not 
they had direct contact. Delinquency usually began during adolescence and 
most frequently deviation was in the area of sex relationships. The women 
were generally of adequate intelligence and were usually able to conf'orm in 
the society of t he i nstitution which offer ed protection and sttuctureo 
A compar i son of the wuman in this study with those in the other studi e; 
of women at Fr amingham reveals that t his group pr esents a similar profile, with 
:many of the char act;eri stics and background factors :i.n sharper relief. If one 
consider s the f act or of age at the time of commitment to Framingham)> the find= 
ings of the Gluecks and Ab:r>amek.9 Coburn and Dean were simi 1al"~ 41 per cent and 
42 per cent were under twenty9 whi le Dr., Cramer found that 14 per cent; were 
under nineteen. In t hi s study three~fourths of the women were under nineteen 
at th e time of commitment. The Gluecks f ound that 51 per cent of the women 
had been married at the time of commitment . Abramek9 Coburn and Dean f ound 
that less than -a fourth of the women i n their group at Framingham had been 
married and that seven o£ the nine were married by the age of nineteen or 
1 
. 1 . t• b th f Compar~sons are on y appro~ma e ~n some cases ecause e sources o 
data0 categories used and bases f or evaluation di ffered in the various st udi es . 
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earliero Nine of the women in thi s group were married at the time of commitment o 
The Gluecks found court records for parents and siblings of 46 per cent 
of their group~ Abramek.v Coburn and Dean found that 29 per C8nt of the fathers
9 
16 per cent of the mothers and 21 per cent of the siblings of the women at 
Fr~inghrun had court reco~dso For the group in this study eleven of the sixteen 
fathers (seven of t he eight fathers of the daughters ) had court records~ and 
siblings had court r ecords in more than half the cases . Broken homes were fdund 
in 58 per cent of the cases by the Gluecks~ in 47 per cent of t he cases by Dr. 
Cr·~er9 in 76 per cent by Abramek9 Coburn and Dean and in 87 per cent of t he 
women in this group. 
In some areas the findings were more similar to the Glueckr s than to 
more recent studies. Sex delinquencies were a frequent cause of commitment 
found by the Gluecks (54 per cent). Dr 8 Cr~er f ound 29 per· cent of the women 
in this group9 Abramek.v Coburn and Dean found 21 per cent9 and this was the 
cause of comrrrrtment of more than half the women in this ~tudye Problems of ille-
gitimacy were found in 54 per cent of the cases by the Gluecks 9 in about 25 per 
oesnt of' the e;ases by D:r' ., Cramer' and by Abr~ekD Coburn and Dean.? while this was 
a problem in ten of the sixteen cases in this group o 
Fur ther study of cases in which two or more generations have known , 
~riminal histories would be necessary if useful generalizations are to develop. 
The case records were found to be a source for data about attitudes 3 r elation-
ships and emotional factors but fuller and more comparable data would probably 
re sult from direct interviews as a supplement t o record material" 
The material suggested a number of areas fo r studyo Among thes e were 
detailed exploration of the relationships be~reen pr evious agency experience 
and atti tudes toward social agencies and the use of casework help> evaluation 
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of the factors which contribute to earlier age of conunitment to state prison; 
a study of the elements which may account for differences in sentencing prac~ 
tice s in various courts and in sentencing men and women, a study of' the sib= 
lings of the women in this study who did not have criminal careerse 
The frequency with which these famili es have been known to public and 
private agencies suggests a challenge to agencies for preyentive worke Study 
of the ef'forts by agencies which had already been made on behalf of the women 
at Framingham may suggest areas for greater concentration in offering casework 
help . 
APPENDIX 
APPE DIX A~ SCHEDULE 
I o IDEN'l'IFYI NG INFORMATION 
Code Name 
Birthdate 
Residence 
Place 
IL THE IUS TORY OF DELINQUENCY · 
Rar;~ 
Religi o .. 1 
Occupation 
Present 
offense 
Age Nature of Accomplices Court Action 
Prt~Vious 
offer..se 
Attitude toward delinquency 
Attitude t oward confinement 
III. THE PARENTAL FAMILY 
The Family Constellation 
Mothezo 
Father 
Siblings 
others 
Date 
of 
Birlh 
Date and School 
Cause- of Grade 
P1a~e Death Achieved 
Major Health Problems 
Familial History or Delinquency 
Birth 
Occupation Status 
First Number of 
Offense Age Offenses 
Types of 
Offenses 
MOther 
Father 
Siblings 
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ITI o THE F'AHENTAL F'ALITLY (C ''1t.1.: ·."0d) 
S i 'b 11 ng; L-:; r..:n.d. l r-urta i.;~ 
D:isc.ipJ'Lns 
Hn t'ct!"P. of' 
aesponse to 
IV, TH.!!: MA HI Till. FAMILY 
1'la.r ital Hi s ory:: 
Date 
I-'1 t"1.C€ 
Rel at.ionship vrith Gpouse 
Il~?.te of~ 
Tarrd nt,_tir~m 
Date 
Circum~rtfl.nCE'::! 
Bll-·h.h P1i<.OE> Occupation E~\l" l. ::.irl(!,S 
Husband 
Children 
Oth e7:o 
al1iancc~s 
De1i:n-::j_Uoll<';y of' SpuUSf"l 
tJ f 
(~ , .l.rnm.l t r!~ ·71 tit 
~JJl..ll.ty oi' 
fu;::>J o:-:mEi!it 
V o THE COMMUNI 'I'Y AND ITS INFLUENCES 
Changes of Residence 
School 
Age at leaving 
Grade achieved 
Performance 
Intelligence 
Tests 
Date 
Results 
Friendships and Peer Relationships 
Adjustment problems 
Relationship with teachers 
Club and Group Activities (nature of activities ~ attitudes ) 
Church (nature of participationD activities) 
Work 
First position Age 
Longest period of employment 
Skills 
Problems 
Contact with Social Health Agencie s 
Date Reason Attitude 
VIo THE EXPERIENCE AT FRAMINGHAM 
Treatment Plan9 Utilization of 
Relationships with 
Staff 
Inmates 
Family and community persons 
VII.. SELF IMA.GE 
VIII.. IMAGE OF MOTHER 
IX ~ PERSONALITY TRAI TS 
Usual employment 
Regularity 
Outcome 
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